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Mr. J. G. Murch is in feeble health.
D. \V. Berry and wife arri1·ed in town
last week.
Elton Winter and wife left town for :\Janchester, N. H., on their bridal tour, last
week.
The most of the farmers in this vicinity
have got their wood worked up.
Mr. George Maxwell has bought the
Stone farm, with the intention of raising
cucumbers, but finds the land too cold, so
he has engaged a Drake and is going to
raising duch.
Cora 'M. Smith is at home again.
\Vas
Andover.
very much benefitted by the treatment she
Turner and Wilson have broke camp. received of Dr. Richards.
l\Ir. Jed. Adams is agent for Dist. Ko. 2.
The horses and cattle are in good condiEverett 1\'Ioulton is to return to Camtion. Their winter's work has been a
bridge next week. He is at work in the
profitable one.
Joe Oliver, who has been logging for the ice business.
CHARLIE brmE.
above firm, lost a horse while coming from
the lakes en-route for Lewiston.
It was
E. H. Pettengill
of So. Carthage, and
taken sick on the road, and in a short Frank Hutchinson of Berry·s Mills, started for :VIinneapolis, Minn., last Saturday.
w~:.: 1~!ed~. Thomas has made the best
E. O. :Yioulton of Carthage goes to Mass.
haul this winter with a small crew. He Thursday of this week, where he will work
put up 13,337.
during the si1mmer.
Some of the loggers met with poor sueGoodwin Bros. will finish sawing their
cess this winter, and our store keepers had birch next week. They saw about 13 cords
to suffer.
per day.
Bertie Hutchins cut his knee with an ax
J. M. Getchell of Derry's :\Iills, "·ho
while chopping in the woods.
broke his leg about a year ago, is suffering
The dance at Union Hall last week was severely from that member. and fears are
poorly attended.
'There were about forty- entertained by his friends that amputation
nine gents and three ladies. The night' will be necessary.
.
,vas a stormy one.
Lillian Chamberlain is failing slowly.
The toothpick factory intends starting
Addie Drake has been very sick with
up when the saw returns, which is expect- lung trouble.
ed Wednesday.
The past few clays ha,·e given the sap
Charles Goodwin has gone to the lakes gatherers an excellent flow of sap.
with his little army of skirmishers, to build
D.
a wharf for l\'Ir. Betton's new steamer.
DIXFIELD.
James York has bought a horse from
The annual sp1·ing moving is still going
Price of Rumford.
PuG.
on this week. Wallace Kidder has moved
from Mrs. T. J. Cox's into the chambers
Byron.
of Mrs. Philip Abbott, and Almon StockThe ice went out of Swift ril'er Thursday
bridge has moved in with Mrs. Cox.
night, April r, at this place, and took TayThe ice has been moving down in the
lor'·s logs along. The ice carried some as middle of the river this afternoon.
There
far as the dam near L. S. Rundlett's, and is a channel in the n,iddle of the river from
jammed or. the lower end of his field• and just above Brown's ferry to Rumford Falls,
backed up and run over the big dam tow- to-night-Tuesday.
The
stage comes
ard Hop City. If we should have another across the bridge at Canton, and up on
rain before the channel cleans out there Dixfield side of the river, on wheels.
might be trouble with ·water in the city.
Frank Stanley has bought another pair
The ice took out a piece of Freel Knapp of horses; grey color.
and C. Hodsdon's ·mill dam so they can't
M. J. Doyen is moving from Phillips on
saw till it is fixed up, and they can't get at to his mother's farm, in Mexico.
it till after the snow water gets done runJ. H. E.
-Origin
Barker of Hartford, met with a
severe and almost fatal a~cident :;\[onday.
\Vhilc chopping "·ood his axe interfered
with something behind him, causing the
edge to strike his facej'ust front of the ear,
severing an artery from which he bled
r 1-2 pints before the flow could be stopped.
Mr. Barker was faint from loss of blood.
Dr. Coolidge dressed the wound which
was I 1-2 inches long.
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-G. F. Towle recently sold a cornet to
parties in Texas.
-Read the notice by M. G. Strout. His
store is re-opened.
-Miss Rosa Bean of Farmington, an:iven in town Saturday night.

c

-Now is the time when the pedestrian
appreciates the dry plank sidewalk.

';'.· N. CARVER,

EDITOR

& PROP'R.

VILLAGE & VICINITY.
-The

mill pond is clear of ice.

-Mr.

J. A.

Gerry was in town :Vlonday.

-Our
py.

new office i&about ready to occu-

-W.
week.

:\1. Hayden has a new card this

-Mrs. Abigail Russell has returned from
a visit to Mass.

crimson :ind trimmed

for $55 per suite; they

!::

-A praying band has been organized
Canton, by members of both churches.
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-If at all interested, be sure and attend
the shoe-factory meeting Saturday evening.

-Mr. Byron Small, a student at the law
office of Hon. J. P. Swasey, is visiting his
home at West Sumner.
-Towle's
orchestra will ,play for a Fast
Day ball at Fuller's Hall, Livermore,
on
the evening of April 22.
-G. W. Moore has leased the skating
rink and will use it this summer for a carriage mart.
See his advt.
-Hon. J.P. S,vasey has· been engaged
to deliver a Memorial address before the
G. A. R. Post at Lewiston.
-Mr. G. F. Towle's dancino- class at
Farmington Falls, at the clo;e of the term,
presented him with an elegant silver fruit
dish.
• -Dura Bradford is in Portland a few
•days this week, purchasing goods. In his
absence L. M. Bosworth tends the brick
store.
1e size Shown and made
:han any other J:lousc iD
1all offer as long as they
this :,ale is a pure, s111'l~
·d. "\Ve h;iye 12 patterns
the moncv we ~vcr had

ve shall sCll from 70c. to
rapc::;try B1·ussels in all
;c. to $1 .10 for the fincH
;1.4_:;. Velvets $1 .oo to
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OUR NEIGHBORS.

a

Iper

end of the town is disinterested, so we
call on the County Commissioners.
G. T. Piper begins operations the 12th.
Ile sawed out the shingles_ last week here
for shingling his new sheds, which he will
begin on at once.
Alonzo Oldham ·works for :\lark Foster
this season.
Fred Heath of N. H., works for R. Griffeth this season.
:\'!rs. W. L. Jones is on the gain after 6
months confinement.
A slight attack of
pleurisy fever.
Ruel Oldham of Augusta, was on a visit
at his father•s recently.
CoR.

East Sumner.
The infant child of Florian and Cora
Foye died on Friday P. M. On Sunday
morning a large gathering of friends and
neighbors attended the funeral, conducted
by Rev. C. T. Keen, of Hebron.
Bro.
Keene is still supplying the Cong'! pulpit,
and is making many friends and doing
good service by his earnest, faithful labors.
The Sumner wanderers in Florida have
returned.
Some of them say that the great
advantages advertised are over drawn, and
that the country has its objections.
A large hen's egg was found at Daniel
R. Palmers, which upon being opened was
found to contain another perfect egg with
shell, ail complete.
It is quite a curiosity.
Miss Theda Robinson of Hartford is engaged to teach the school at E. Sumner
the coming summer.
SLOCUM.

East.

Dixfield.

I saw in Canton Mt. items that much
damage was anticipated
to young fruit
trees by the settling snow. It may not be
generally known that a generous sprinkling
of wood ashes around the tree tops will
cause the snow to settle m~ch faster and
so save them.
\Vm. Coolidge has closed his labors with
S. H. Niles and Jet himself to the Bryant
Brothers, to work in their quarry.
Warren Hall is quite sick with erysipelas
in the .face, and fever. Is some better at
this writing.

Hartford.

annual :March meeting the town refused to
exempt him from taxation.
The citizens
of Turner Village contributed
three hundred dollar~ to induce him to moYe there.
Chas. Grant and S. H. Marston have
each lost a nice Jersey cow. Cause, dr_v
stomach.
MIKE,

Weld.
'We have been having very fine sap
weather.
Irving Hutchinson
caught a salmon
weighing four and one-fourth
pounds.
Monday.
D. E. Holt and his daughter,
Minnie,
have gone to Boston to visit his two
daughters there, and to work through the
summer if he can find a job to suit him.
The Good Templars
chose A. D. Russell, A. H. Jones, and W. A. Allen, delegates to the Grand Lodge to be holden at
Augusta.
Alternates, C. F. Chandler,Dr.
Proctor, and H. A. Phillips.
Holman's saw mill is to start Monday
morn, H.B. Foster, engineer.
H.

West

Sumner.

Joseph A. Noyes is about again, his foot
doing well. The same kind neighbors that
cut his year's supply of wood, visited Milton E. Dunn, who is in consumption,
and
made a like raid on his wood-pile.
The ladies' circle was entertained
by
Mrs. H. O. Tuell, at the vestry of the Universalist church.
A large company assembled and a nice time enjoyed by all.
J. J. Abbott will shortly take possession
of the hotel, wh_ich he has rented of the
owner, G. M. Small of Portland.
We prediet for Mr. A. success in this new enterprise, as the public cannot fail· to appreciate the genial qualities of their host, and
those visiting the Highland Spring House
can be assured of good entertainment.
.Report says H. 0. Tuell, who has for
the past three years served so acceptably
in the capacity of landlord, will occupy the
rent vacated by Mr. Abbott.
Mrs. G. W. Heath is again quite sick:
and a large amount of sickness in this sec-.
tion is reported by the Dr., who ha:s been
unable to attend to all his calls.
Our village high school closes this week,
after a'.highly sati~factory" term.
\Ve regret the return of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis to
Woodstock,
as -they have made warm
friends while among us.
R.

The supplement to winter gave us two
more sleigh rides, and some good sap
weather.
We are getting very sweet. \Ve
like the prospect of the canning season
when we have a good stock of maple sugar
-Mr. S. Morris, manager of the Lewison hand.
-Best
St .. Louis
Flour $6.oo. Also
ton One Price Clothing Co., was in town ning.
Ellsworth G. Lancaster, one of the nine
A. M. Alley has gone to Knox Co., and Bradley's and Cumberland
Phosphate, at
\Vednesday evening.
S. Taylor is still hauling Jogs with eight teachers in "Williston
Seminary,"
in Mass. on a vtsit.
O. Gammon's.
oxen. He still has quite a number of Southampton,
Mass., has been home to
Dan Fletche1· has been to Canada and
.--------•-•---The fayorite spot for marbles seems thousand that is yarded near his house, Dixfield on a vacation and returned to his
1':Iarried.
to be near the band stand.
Lots of little but is in hopes to get them on to the bank labors in the school.
bought him a pair of horses.
• Turner-27th
ult., Mr. L. S. Rose and
boys-and
some big ones-find amusement
of the river so as to run them out when
Densmore Marble's hart). is a hospital of
The teachers are making arrangements
Miss Etta 1\1. Spencer, both of Turner.
there all the live-long da_y.
there comes water enough.
for the summer terms.
Miss Flora Irish
Dixfield-Apr.
10th, by H. A. Randall.
sick horses.
A last spring colt has been will teach the Line school, Miss Theda Esq., Mr. Eugene F. Taylor of Dixfield
-Clinton
Stetson has got out on the
Andrew J. Pease got quite a blow with a at death'.s door for one week, but may pull Robinson at East Sumner, Miss \Vilma and Mrs. Dora S. Robbins of Mexico.
street again.
He.is fast recovering from skid the other day. It took him side of through.
The -others are better.
Maxim at Hartford Center, and Miss AgBean's Corner-Apr.
3, by Rufus Taythe injury received several weeks ago by tehdet
hpeadn,eleo}~ese
~ e_dsesveev
~arlaldate}~St,h,bauntcll
celos
_·~- Our High school goes well. A lyceum gie Glover will teach in her home district. lor, Esq., Mr. Charles R. Ranger and Miss
1
1
1
1
10
1 0
getting under a horse's feet.
is to come off on Tuesday eYening, the
Lizzie M. Dixon, both of Jay.
-Harry
Hines went to bed all right, a out again.
He will look out not to get in 13th inst., in Dist. Ko. 2. Q.!lestion: ~~~1:e~o- 4 has voted to repair their sd1?olBuckfield-April
8th, by Gilbert Barrett,
th
few nights ago, and got up next morning
e \Yay of skids hereafter..
"\Voman's rights."
H. M.
~1~i~'{.
o~fB~t~el~inot,
to

t: \~~-~~:~

with a stiff leg, which has been so.ever
since. His case baffles the physicians.
-Tuesday
evening Supt. Lincoln received a dispatch that his wife's sister had died
in Boston.
He at once started with a section man and hand car; to connect with a
night train at Mechanic Falls, bv ,\-hich
he could reach his home at Deeri~g.
\Ve
consider this a marked trait of the gentlem~n who would not tax the company for
a special train, even in a case of this nature.

so than in :rnv ·ot11cr in
hlic, and arc.· nnw pre" H.ang·t·s anywlwn~ in
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upward; :;olid \Valnut,
iurllwr. Xext week we
effort l'f our lives in the
linC'of Reddin1:ris large,
bout Sideboa,:<ls which
r fron1 $.z:zto .zoo. \Ye
rs made bv the cclebratn.:d at BClcling, Michil<.: <:ontinul.'d in next is-

of the Great ~assto11, Mass.
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A.

Canton

.Point.

Mr. Childs is improving.
He is able to
be up part of the time.
IIarrv, son of A. L. Childs, is sick with
the me~sles at his grandfather·s.
He took
them ati\kchanic Falls. Any one in want
of the measles can get a few here, cheap.
The Circle at Mrs. J. H. French's last
\Vednesday was attended by 23. The fund
was increased by donations from the following interested persons:
Mrs. M. R.

-The main question now seems to beTreat, $ro; Mr. and Mrs. vVm. Treat, $5;
where is the post office to be located. The vVashington Treat, $3; Leonidas Buck,
new appointee,
Mr. Ilayford, thinks he $2; Mrs. Emily Wright,
$1; Rando_lph
will find new and better quarters, and ex- He1·sey, $5; Mrs. J. P. Swasey, $z. A
presses a desire to please all. If this ob- sufficient fund having been secured, the
ject is accomplished our post office is like- gates are ordered from the house of Morss
ly to be pretty ,Yell distributed.
& Whyte, Boston, Mass. They are to be
-Monday
evening about ro o.'clock fire of W1"ought iron, of nice design, and highwas discovered in the old tannerJ· buildine:. ly ornamente_d.
The fu_nd s nan~ed abo,·e
~
ne from friend
t cl ti C 1
by C. II. Lucas, as he was going home cai
.
.
s ou s, e 1 e ll'C. e.
from his shop. The building is used b
Frank Cap111has '.noved back to his furm.
C L
.
.
Y The Hersey house 1s now ready for some
. . Hutch111son for a soap factory. The
, '
fire started in the side of a bin of ashes, one.
H.
and was blazing nearly to the floor when
Carthage.
discovered, but was quickly subdued. The·
\Ve learn that H. E. Pettengill
leaves
theory that large live coals found in the town for the vVest. He makes the trip, for
ashes might have kept alive since the ashes his health.
were stowed there two weeks ago, previous
We are sorry to learn that Addie Drake
to which they had been collected from is sick aga·in. She is· c·onfined to the bed.
house. to house in small lots, is hardly
Lilla Chamberlain is very low.
• C<tssander Brown is ,·isit,·ng 11e,·
P referable to another theory that the fireMrs.
was of incendiary origin. sister.at B.ow~oinham.

L. L.
Travelling bad in this ,·icinity, but the
people are busy cutting up wood-piles and
tapping trees. Verdie Prescott has got
Columbus Farnum's ,,-ood-pile all sawed
up.
vVillie Ludd~n's foot, which he cut quite
badly with an ax a whileago,is improving.
A. Benson has bought a pair of cattle of
B. C. vVaite.
C. Farnum has sold a horse to \Vm.
Drown.

LIVERMORE
FALLS.

Dixfield-April
I I, Mr. Chas. E. Leavitt
of Mexico and Miss Rosa B. Lovejoy of
Rev. J. L. Hill is recovering from his re- P ear■u■•111111:lCIIIIIIIIDII
_________
III
cent seYere illness, as is also l\'Irs. C. S.
t;,re~~~~~!t~:
Hutchins.
Pillows, etc. Flowers presen·ed. I have made
Mr. Munson's subject for his e,·ening
arrangements
with the well-known
Portland
Florists, ,v. E. MORTON & CO .. to take orlecture last Sabbath ·was "Reading."
In
ders for the aboYe. Prices low; Kew designs.
Order of
1y7
this lecture he endeavored to show how
we might impro,·e both morally and menC. 0. HOLT, CANTON.
tally by the reading of good books and paawzwwz
pers; also the corrupting and degrading
influence trashy, sei.tational reading has
I beg to inform the people of Canton
Thomas Lord is away on a visit this upon the mind.
and vicinity tl1at I have re-opened my
nd
week, among relatives and friends at NorA'good number were in atte
ance at store and am ready to do .business again.
way.
the Gough memorial services, held at the Some articles that are usually used in this
season of_the year to such a degree I will
XMAS.
Universalist church last Sabbath.
The ex- mention; that is Bees Wax, Grass Seed,
E.:;.st Peru.
ercises consisted of an able and interesting
Fly Powder, etc. I also have a little meal
We now have a, petiti~n in circulation
address by Rev. H. C. Munson, remarks and cracked corn I wish to close out. In
Crockery,
I ha've just had a new lot of
for a new road leading from school-house
by Revs. E. S. Small and Wesley Smith, modern st_vle. Thanking you for past patNo. r to the school-house
at the foot of singing, etc. Rockomeka Lodge, I. O. G. ronage I hope for a continuance
of the
nd
same.
M. G. STROUT.
vVorthley pond. Now this road can be T., atte
ed in a body.
•
·
A school meeting was held at the schoolCanton, Apr. 14, '86.
built with one mile of swamping and buildino-, without a hill on it. All ofi:he pond house last Saturday evening.
• "
.
.
,
.
The village schools will probably comtravel will come this way.
fhe1r post- mence the last of this month.
office is here, their grain is mo.st all haulE. H.A.
ed here for threshing in the fall at E. M.
and Paper Hanger,
No. TURNER.
Howard's mill. It will save about 1-2 mile
can be found at the old DeCoster carriage
travel beside getting clear of the Chase
Keen & Jordon will run the sweet corn shop, Canton, Me.
13tf
hills, which are very hard as they arc very factory at No. Turner this season.
They
.steep and drift so bad-they are not travelled have nearly the amount of acres required
J.,.ost ?
during the winter season.
Then ther'e is already engaged.
They will commence
The firstoi Mar, on the road from Franklin 1'la11
1
1
1
a mill at the terminus of the road. now making cans this week.
ro~\~1~
~
k
·f th t •
·t bl "
\ factu •
C. F. Willard will move his box business of said order is hereJ:,y forbidcn by IlenryO. Rowe-,
~:; 1::~~~r o;ai:Sk~~~:
c~~:o~::.;:utl~e u;~ to Turner Village in a short time. At the P"(;!;t Peru, Mc., Mar. ,9~\~'RY o.
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And, according to her judgment, it
"~ think, neighbors," he s~id,_gravely
was much more natural that the thieves -"I think there's been somethrng of a
Touched by cold the breath of cluty,
should repeat their attempt on the night mutual mistake here. There have been
By the breezes that softly blow
succeeding the first rebbery, for the very no chicken thieves in reality, but only
From the founts of a higher beauty
reason that most people wouldn't ex- an unfortunate m~eting in the dark,,heThan that in youth's cheeks aglow,
pect them to do so,
tween our good friends here and-While the pulses of honor quicken,
Therefore, in thinking over the matter,
But Mr. Cobb indignantly interMake pause, oh, h~art, in your woe.
she resolved to go out and secure the rupted:
hen-house door with a piece of old tele"I don't see how you can say that, l\lr.
It is true tha't the world teems with trouble, graph wire which had been for some- Kimberly, when you yours~lf heard the
And the passages of fame is fleet,
time lying in a corner of the yard-one
shot fired and have seen with your own
And many miss grasping the bubble;
of a miscellaneous callection of odds and eyes the ~ounds made. How do you acAye, many fall down in defeat.
ends belonging to master Tommy's pri- count for that?"
Tired heart, to aspire is to suffer;
vate store.
Mr. Kimberly made no verbal reply,
Yet the cold breath of duty is.sweet.
That promising youth was already in but turned and gently pushed _forw~rd
From the cares and the heart-break and sor- bed and asleep; and his mother, throw- Master Tommy Cobb, who, findmg himing her husband's coat around her self thus arraigned, as it ":ere, at the bar
rO"w;
shoulders, went on ber errand without of justice, instantly burst mto a fearful
From the failure and grief of to-day
disturbing him.
howl.
. ,, .
To build up a completer to-morrow;
It was a dark night, and :Mrs. Cobb,
''So it was you, Tommy, _was it? said
To mount howe'er cheerlessthe way;
making her way cautiously to the hen- Cobb more in sorrow than m anger.
To smile down on the sneer and the ccld- house, commenced fastening the wire in
But Tommy saw a gleam in his
ness;
one of the door-staples.
mother's eyes, which warned him too
To be miEanderstoodand be gay;
She had just done this to her satisfac- surely of·what awaited him in the near
tion, when, happening to look around, future.
In the pathway of hope's luring never
she perceived a dark figure creeping
"I followed her," he pleaded, pointing
To toil and be strengthened thereby:
stealthily along the garden fence toward with extended finger to his maternal
To a1:iseto the heights of endeavor
where
she
stood.
p~renti
"and I Si!W her knock clown pa
With the mist of regret in the eye;
It was just as she had foreseen. Here with the hen-house pole, and seen p~ aTo meet the world's frowning laughter
were
the
chicken
thieves!
walloping
of her on the groun1, and if I
Or to smother despair in a sigh;
For an instant her heart failed her, and hadn't shot, they would a-lulled each
To reach out tired hands in a fruitless
her impulse was to flee to the shelter of other. But I didn't mean to hurt' em; I
Appealing for love's helpless touch,
the house; but the next, at the thought jest did it for fun."
And learn that youth's Llongings are boot- of being basely robbed of her valuable
Here the neighbors began hastily to
less,
Cochin Chinas, her spirit rose in indig- depart, with rather curious expressions
,i Yet keep truth in the feverish clutch;
nation.
She would save her fowls or of countenance, and the family were
To sink in the blackness of battle
perish!
left to their usual domestic priYacy.
· And arise from the dust without smutch.
So quickly arming herself with the
There were some mutual accusations
stout stake which served as a prop to and reproaches, ending in a plentiful
Aye this means the strength that is peerless, one of the t osts, the heroic woman shower of tears from Mrs. Cobb, and a
esconced herself just within the door and remorseful acknowledgement on the part
And all heroes shall bend at its feet,
of her husband that he alone was to
The proud, the great-thoughted, the fearless; there lay in wait for the thieves.
She had not long to wait.
A man's blame. Then, l\Irs. Cobb, having exNor ever the heart's knightly beat
figure.approached;
there
was
some
furntorted
this confession, dried her eyes,
Of a battle;;von pride shall be grander.
bling with the wire attached to the staple, carefully dressed his and her own wounds,
Ah, the cold breath of duty is sweet.
and the door, which Mrs. Cobb had and whipped Tommy, who went to bed
- W. T. Talbott, in the Cttrrent.
closed after her, was softly opened and a that night a sadder and a wiser boy,
head thrust in.
though even in his dreams living over
Now was her time. With a tremencl- again the exquisite delight of his first
ous thwack the stake descended on the i real shot with a loaded gun.
intruding head; there was a half stranWhen ihe family had at last retired
gled cry of surprise and rage; and the and the house was still, Mrs. Cobb's last
"Sarah," said Mr. Lyman Cobb, com- next moment two figures were gnppled
waking words were:
fng in to breakfast from what he called . together in fierce combat, striking, chok"I would rather have lost. e.ery fowl
his garden, with half a dozen stringy ing, gasping, scratching, and finally roll- that we have, and a hundred Cochinradishes in his hand-"Sarah,
I've just ing on the floor of the poultry house, Chinas into the bargain, than that this
been talking across the fence to Neighbor while all the fowls added to the tumult ridiculous affair should have been exKimberly, and he tells me that his hen- with a fearful cackling and screaming.
posed to the neighbors.
We shall never
house was robbed last night."
The thief was holding ~frs. Cobb down hear the last of it."
"Good gracious!" said Mrs. Cobb, set- on the ground with one hand, and with
And so far they never have.--S. A.
ting down the coffee pot and turning the other defending himself from her Weiss.
around with eager interest.
"Who are fingers, which were vigorously clawing
the thieves? and how did they get into his face and tearing out handfuls of hair.
Some Popular Errors.
the hen-house? and how many chickens
J:Ier first attack had somewhat dazed
Some folks Imagine that the Life of a
are stolen?"
. him, and she was just realizing this ad- Hotel Waiter is all Sunshine, and that
"I don't remember-three or four, or advantage and exulting in pros.Pective all he has to do is to cut the coupons off
perhaps five or six, or more.
I did'nt victory, when she discovered, to her dis- his Bonds once a year and take them to
notice particularly."
may, that there was more than one an- the nearest Bank. People who see him
"Just like a man! hearing of a hen- tagonist in the field.
Riding out in his Carriage behind Pranchouse being robbed, and not noticing , A_loud report, as of a gun or pistol, ing Horses are Prone to Envy his Lot,
how many fowls were taken !'l
was heard, and Mrs. Cobb felt a sudden, I and to be Jealous of his Grandness, but
.".The matter ~o us," said Cobb, ad- sharp pain in her wrist, like the prick of I there are many Hours in his Life when
mmngly surveyrng the radishes, "is a red-hot needle.
his Reflections are sad indeed.
The
rather how to prevent our fowls meetina
At the same instant her unseen enemy People who see him in Public little Know
the same fate. If the thieves could uttered a howl, and as he loosened his the Vipers gnawing at his Heart, nor
bre:tk ?pen Kimberly's poultry-house, hold of her the heroic woman struggled can they count the Sleep:ess Hours which
which 1s kept locked, they will find no to her feet, dashed tlmmgh the door- pass over his Throbbing Brow.
difficulty in getting into ours.·•
way, and never paused till she reached I l\Iany Boys Imagine that the Life of a
"That is true; and my precious Cochin the house, where, sinking exhausted Twenty-five Cent Expressman is surChinas and the pair of Leghorns! What's upon the nearest chair, she fainted dead I rounded by a Ha!o of Romance. They
to be done?"
away.
see him Smoking Fifteen-Cent Cigars
"Shoot'em,pa!"bawledMasterTommy
When Mrs. Cobb recovered conscious- and Setting his Gold Watch by the City
Cobb, in eager excitement. "I would if ne~-~,she found the room full of the Hall Clock, _al'ld they at once Jump to
I was you!"
nmghbors, men an women, and recog- the Conclusion that he leads a Life of
Cobb looked with parental pride upon nized her husband's voice, broken by Choicest Ease. In this they are greatly
his promising heir with the warlike dismal grunts and groanings.
,, ,
Mistaken. His is a Life of Hardship
spirit, but shook his headlreprovingly.
"Yes, I was just in time. 'I found and Peril, and he soon Breaks down and
"No, no, Tommy; it wouldn't berio-ht them already in the hen-house and had is Laid Away in the Silent Grave.
If
to take a man's life for the sake of a few ~ despe1:ate tussel with them. I was ?Very Boy could know how many times
chickens."
Just gettmg the advantage, when one of m the course of a year the Heart-strings
"But they're robbers, and robbers them fired, and the rest ran off. There of an Expressman are Cruelly Wrenched,
ought to be shot," persisted Tommy, were three or four of the rascals at no Boy would sigh to take his Place.
"Oughtn't they, ma?"
least."
When we see the Pop-corn Man mak"Come to breakfast, Tommy and
"A dozen of them!" said Mrs. Cobb, ing his way down the street with his
don't talk about dreadful thiner;" re- faintly.
"But, Lyman, I didn't know Rich Clothes and Gold-headed Cane a
plied his mother. "And, . Ly~a~, be that you were there. You must have Feeling of Envy strikes us Straight from
sure you don't forget to briner home a gotten there after I left."
the Shoulder. We think of him Saunterpadlock this evening for the hen-house.
"You, Sarah1 Why, _you don·~ mean ing into the Bank and Drawing his little
It ought to have been fixed lono- ao-o."
to
say
that
you
were
nnxed
up
m
that
Check, and we are Mad.
We Ima2:ine
0
"I will, if I can remember it.';';
fu~~?"
. .
him in h~s. L_uxurious Library, and ·we
"Remember it? True; you never do
I gu~ss I was. One of the v1llams Wondenf 1t 1s not a sin for any one Perremember anything that you ought- to. nearly killed me, but I got hold of a son to be so Happy.
However none of
See here! I'll make a memorandl.fln of handkerchief around his neck and would us can read his Conscience. w'e do not
it."
have strangled him, only-only, "-hysknow the Pangs which shoot throuerh
. And l\Irs. Cobb tied a close, hard knot terically-''one
of them shot me."
him as he lies Down at Night, nor the
m one corner of her husband's blue polkaHere she held up her wrist, from Fears which Oppress him as he Rises up
dotted pocket handkerchief-her
usual which a few drops of blood were oozing. in the morning.
It is better to have Inmode of keeping him in mind of any spe''It's not much, said Mr. Kimberly, nocence than Riches.
• cial domestic commission to be executed examining it-"only
a graze of a birdWe See the Rag man Riding up and
down town.
shot; the same sort that hit you"-to
down our Streets with nothing to do but
Then they sat down to enjoy beefsteak Cobb, who was gingerly stroking down play Sweet Music on a Tin Horn. He is
and onions, and the fresh home-raised the calf of his leg.
never Sick.
He hrs a Roll of Bills in
radishes-so fresh, as llfostei· Tommy ex"But how did it all happen1" said one pocket, and a Handful of Silver in
ultingly observed, that they tasted of Mrs. Kimberly, curiously, while Master the Other.
No Policeman Dares Arrest
the ground out of which they had just Tommy, who had just entered, pressed him, andifthereisaDogFightoraRunbeen taken.
eagerly for Nard with wide-open mouth away he is sure to see it all.
'i'Vhen we
That day Cobb came home as usual to and eyes.
look upon him we Complain that Fortune
dinner, and when questioned by his wife,
"Why, you see," commenced Cobb, has treated us unfairly, but we must not
said he had bought the padlock on his "we had started for the country when be too Hasty.
Unless he has an Honest
way ~o h~s shop, but unfortunately fcrgot the buggy broke down, and I thought it Conscience his Money and his Elegant
to brrng 1t home.
best to wnlk back to town. I stopped at Home will do him no good.
He may
However, he would do so in the even- Cousin Mulby's-ugb. !-to supper. Got Spend his Summers at Long Brauch and
ing, if he c~.me home, which was rather home little after nine. Thought I heard his Winters at Jack son ville, but absence
doubtful. Judge Brooks wanted some a noise at the poultry-house, and crept from home Cannot Cleanse his S'.:rnlof its
improvements made in his house, a few up and put my head in at the door, when Stains.
It is far better to be a Poor but
miles in the country, and had proposed -ugh !-one of the rascals knocked me Honest Boy than it is to be a Millionaire
to take him out in his buggy this even- dow~ wiih a ciub. I grappled him, and Rag-man.-M.
Quad, in Detroit Freo
ing to examine it, and bring him back to had Just got hun down, and was about Press.
town in the morning. So, if he were not to secure him, when another shot me. I
Their Favorite Churches.
at home to supper, his wife need not ex- think that fellow must in his desperation
pect him to-night.
have torn half tb.e hair out of my head,"
The President goes to a Presbyterian
As to the chicken-thieves. it wasn't added Cobb, slowly and tenderly press- church about once a month.
likely that they would make second at- ing his hand over the red-hued locks reSecretary Bayard is seen at an Episcotempt in the neighborhood on the very maining.
palian church at Iona- intervals.
night succeeding the last; so she need
"I paid them back for it," said his
Mr. Lamar is seen at a Methodist
not be uneasv on that score.
wife, exultantly.
"Why, when I ran in church, with a far-away look in his eyes.
And if anything should happen in his the house, I had a handkerchief and a
Mr. Endicott goes to an Episcopalian
absence-why, there was his shot-gun on handful of hair that I had torn off the church, but not so often as to cause comthe hooks in the closet, and she knew wretch that was choking me."
ment.
how to fire it well enough to frighten
"And I brought off a coat that I
Mr. Whitney is an Episcopalian, and
the thieves and arouse the neigh- stripped from the villain who was pulling attends to his religious 8.uties with
bors.
my hair!" said Cobb, vindictively. "W c great regularity.
Mr. Cobb didn't make his appearance shall be able to identify them by these
Mr. Vilas is said once to have entered
at tea, but sent a message by Joe Kim- thino-s"
a Presbyterian
church,
apparently
berly, who had seen him riding off in a
II~r~ he beld up a coat; and Mrs. Cobb, by mistake, when the services were half
buggy with Judge Brooks.
after a little search on the floor,exhibited over.
At about ten o'clock, Mrs. Ca1bb, who a handful of red hair and a blue, polkaMr. }fanning is said to have been born
was a strong-minded woman, commenced dotted handkerchief, with a knot tied in a Catholic, but just now finances take~
preparations for retiring.
one corner of it.
up his attention to the exclusion of othe1
Despite her husband's assurances, she
Everybody gazed at these familiar tell- matters.-New
York Graphic.
had all day been haunted by a fear of tale artices and then gazed at each
losing the valuitble f6wls for which she other. Mr. Kimberly was the first to
There are 5,000 kinds of patent med.
only last week_paid a h.igh pri.ce.
cines in the market.
1 speak.
DUTY.

",,

t:OPY

rnustrated by the use of a Buggy mo.debt: T. T. Haydock. which is not only the lead!ni
1
0
!%~~k'!h~a¥~f;urJinbtn'~r~dLFif~~~h«;el~u~~~o!'~e~::,
!~
HAYDOCK
.BUGGY, with the Haydock Safety King Bolt and F1Ith \Heel
Life is insecure riding over any other.
(This picture wlll be turnisbod on a.largec:it-rd, printed Jn elcga.nt style, to anyone who will &g:rceto frame it.) ,
.ENCLOSE STAMP.]
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AGENTSWANTEDWHEREWE HAVENONE!

0

and Twelfth StR., CINCINNATI,0,
NO INVESTMENT80 PROFITABLl

-W-. G. :l::.d:erid.en,
BR..A.DLE-Y:,)
Conn.,
SOLE llUNUF.<CTUI\ER,

\

n,H,RICE
&C~'~
••~olid
Comfort
Buckboards
and
~pindle
Wagons,
single
and
double
s~at1

..,..

Ridingqualitiesunsurpassed. No jar.to the feet, Durableand st:rl!sh. Prices reason•
Shipments aingly or by carload to all parts of the Umted Sta.tea.
n;sponaible Agent wanted in every town. Sendfor Price List and descriptive Ca.talogu
Corr.N?B~d~~:/~:~=~~ya:t~~~i~s'\.gent
for ·our Wagons, will have his name with adveriis
ment of Wagonsadvertisedin the leadlng paper of the county or town where Agent reBlde,
11ratisfor six months.
able

Gunning for a Dog.
A Detroiter who was skirmishing along

'.rHOiflSO?i

& CO.,

the River Rouge the other day with a
::anuf,wturers of and Dealers ::i
gun met a farmer and a dog on the road
near the Woodmere cemetery, and as the
Fire and Burglar Proo
tw9 men stopped to speak the dog ran
down the highway about twenty rods,sat
up on end and began to bark;
''What's the matter with your dog?"
CHJl.ONOMETr.R AND COMBINATION
asked tll.e sportsman.
LOCKSrn;c::;:AT VARIETY.
"Oh, nothing. • He's simply getting
Steel Vault Linings and Doors for :Ban'
ceady."
A SPECIALTV.
''What for?"
'Points ~-f snpcr!orlty over any other mo\.
"For you to shoot. Whenever any of
llT!l:
Patent
Inside
Bolt Work, Solie!,Yeld
tou folks come gunning around here I Angle Iron Frames, Extra
Thi<:;,.
Waiis,Super'
set him up at twenty rods for a quarter a ]"ireProof Fillina:. Lock~ au<l Br,Jt Work P
1o<'tcd with Hardened Steel, J,:xtra Beayy )I
~hot."
teria.l; henco aro n1or0 Firo and lJurgl.:!.l' Pr
"You do, eh1 Well, you can say goodTHEY ::S-EVEr. nui::s- UP.
by to him at once, for I'll kill him at the
first shot. Here's your quarter."
Ilur~lur Proof Work n, Spccialt_
"Ofi-hand shot, you know?"
Ornament.alITousEancl PLAT:O S,U'Es oadc
''Of course."
order as required.
The sportsman got ready, and the farSECO~D-HAND
SAFES
mer chewed away at at twig and gently
of all kinds tnkcn in exchange. For Salo'
whistled "Mollie Darling."
The rifle very low prices.
cracked, the smoke flew away, and the
S:tfcs and Locks Reoaired or Exchanged.
AU work contract;d for, furnished at t
dog frisked around in high glee.
shortost notice, and upon tho ~ost favorob'.
''Better try another," suggested
terms. Strictly according
to contract.
farmer.
Col'r06l)ondence
and personal interviewsco:
''I'll do it! I'll try a hundred!
Here's
cllallylm1ted.
a dollar, and that dog has seen the last
TI-3::0JY.CSON
& CO-,
spring break-up!"
.
273 and 275 State St.,
It was a repeating rifle the man had,
and he blazed away again and again un- 1'.O. D03C1108.
til he had fired the four shots. The dog
chased his tail around a circle, and the
farmer said :
.ict:i.OTCHJE~IN
"Mebbe :it isn't your day for shootmg,
you know?"
"llfobbe it isn't, but here's another dollar!"
He cracked away another four times,
and as the last shot rang out the dog
came toward him on a trot, ears cocked
up and eyes looking around for rabbit
tracks.
"Well, I guess I must be joggin' along,"
said the farmer,
"I'm
very much
obleeo-ed for-"
\',-c m:mufrwtt:ro Ope_nund Top Bug·
"Not by a blame sight!" shouted the
1
hunter.
"I've got ij;5 left, and I'll blow
~~ ~E~iE~'~;~.d
every cent of it in on that pup! Send
St.orm Spring.
him back!"
Also vz.rious style;; of Two-Seated Cer
'·Stranger, the limit on this game is
riugel;, Wagon:;, Cutters and Sleighs,
two and a quarter. You've struck hardpan."
''I'll give you fifty cents a shot."
"Not to-day.
In fact, John Henry
won't stand over nine shots without
boltino-"
"Say· a dollar a shot!" shouted thE
hunter.
"Can't do it. I'm making eighteen
~
shillings a day off that dog, and I don't
OUR No. 5 WACON.
want to play dirt on him. If you are
down this way to-morrow whistle for me
!iiberaldiscountto the trade.
and mebbe I'll raise yer bluff. Come,
Send for Catalogue and Prices before
John Henry."
buying.
''Five dollars a shot!" desperately
shouted the hunter.
WORKS
'·Not at present. Come out to-morSYRACUSE,
N. Y,
row. Come heeled to shoot all day.
Good-bye, stranger !"-Det,roit .JJ!reeP1·ess.

SAFE So

~;~::~;)~t;}3:.~t~~~c~-~
¥l~l

HOTCHKIN
CARRIAGE

The French say, for good luck, the
first ti111ean infant's nails RI'<! cut put a
piece of gold.or silver in its hand.
To
make a llflby a good singer cut its nails
behind ,i door.

a

A Poor Country.
A trat·elin~ man riding along through
r?ugh section of country came across a
aat1ve.
''.Thi~ is a very poor country, ain't it "
liernqmred.
'
"Pow'ful oo'," replied tl.te native
"What have you got these fields f;nced
1nfor?"
"To keep stock out in cou'se."
''W.hat do you want to do that fori
'rhere's nothing for the stock to injure ,;
"That's jist hit, mister."
•
::How do you mean:"
Why, you see, nnster. ef we didn't
lw them fences, the stock would crit
, tito the fields and starve in no time . .'i'-

.

Jflrrcha.nt-Travelcr.
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T. T. :EC.A. -YDOCX,

o::?S\\:•.:1.,fi:,_r:~f~iJ'.,';_tl

A MUTUAL
MISTAKE.

I

~w:T.
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:HIND ME.''

t'O.R. THE FARM :AND HOME.

There is no necessity for this condition
of thinbo-s,and it is opposed both to the
physical and financial interests of these
Washing the trunks of fruits trees prefamilies. No part of the farm can make
, .vent.s'them from becoming hide-bound.
YSuch a condition in trees is often started greater returns for the labor and other
~ lby poverty or unsuitable soil. Few soils expenditures than the vegetable. If we
:can be too rich for fruit trees.
If fertil- inquire into the cause of their •neglect,
find, in many cases, that their
'.izers can be hoo cheaply, most orchards we sh:_111
·are benefited by mn-nuring. If the ground importance is measurably comprehended,
!beneath the tree be cropped with vegeta- n.nd the want of them is felt, but the
:· llor and attention they require are some.
1ble or farm produce, manure must be ap,plied; the trees then get some as well a.s what different from that of the farm
.the Tegetables. If grass is grown under cropE, and, also, the garden interferes,
!the trees, unless the land is alluvial and to some extent, with the farm work_
when it is not properly planned and
~~c~~
'some food is brought down from the
managed, as for the most part it might
·Kl~~ ~~iic~n~rFittTi l1ie!( higher land surface, dressing should be
igiven every other year.
It is a good be, so as to cause little or no inconven•nyonc who wl!l&grcc to lramelt.)
~
,plan to have orchards in grass, provided ience in the performance of the regular
~-YDOCX,
o ,<:arebe taken not to permit the grass to work. And for this purpose we would
now ask our country and village readers,
,welfth Sts., CINCINNATI,
o. I ,tarve the trees
•
VESTMENT BO Pl!.Ol'ITAllIJ. _,.
•
who are directly interested, to give the
A.pplylng
Wood A.9hes.
necessary thought for the preparation of
E. P. Root, of Monroe County, N. Y., a good garden, at this season of comparsays in the New York Tribune; Clay ative rest. What shall the garden con!lands, usually heavy and tenacious, sist of? How and when shall it be pre\
unless deficient in potash is less benefited pared? Who shall have the direct superSHt1t
lby wood ashes, for the tendency is to vision of it? These and other questions
'.makeit more compact; sandy and gravel- can be considered and decided upon, and
1y soils, usually loose and friable and at when the time of action comes there need
the same time deficient in potash, are be no delay.
directiy benefited by ashes. The light
BasplnK
and Gr.,...lnK Jloru:s Hoof'$,
'soils arc usually too loose for either grass
The horse is one of the most superbly
or the small grains, and the effect of
ashes is to solidify as well as to supply perfect of Nature's works, viewed physi,thewant of mineral plant food. The cally; and he occupies be5ides an exalted
..i:;grasscrop is much helped by ashes, espe- position among animals as to his intelligent and moral qualities.
It is, there3t!'e~~ces reason, dally on dried land, and in ordinary
~ist and descriptive Catalogu~ cases a greater profit will be derived from fore, most painful to see how, under the
have his name with adverti.,• !8given quantity applied to meadow or handling of intelligent (?) man, he is
He subor town where Agent reside, pasture than when used for grain grow- maltreated and even abused.
ing. Moreover, the ashes are very last- mits his neck to the yoke uncomplaining. But I think nowhere else will they ly; he accepts the iron-plating of his
pay better than for potatoe9, this plant feet; and he allows the galling check
being a rank feeder on potash. I have upon the movements of his head, and yet
~sto.blished 1855been in the practice of applying wood gives man his best service, even to the
ashes, one part, mixed with plaster, two death. The ignorant smith has his views
turers of and Dealers :ct
parts, to the potato land soon after plant- as to what should be the shape of his
l Burglar Proo ing, or as.soon as the germ begins to feet. So he cuts and rasps, and forms
He has an idea
break the ground, putting a large hand- them to suit himself.
ful on each hill. I have also applied that the hoof is made on purpose for
O
gypsum, ashes, and salt, mixed in about him to rasp and shoe, and exercise all
:Tr.R AND COMBINATION
l.M,Cfi.LAT VARIETY.
equal portions by weight, in the hill the tools of his trade upon. So he makes
nings and Doors for :Banbwhen covering the seed, which produced a shoe and fits the hoof to it; he ;emoves
the finest and clcane~t tubers I ever the natural polished exterior, which by its
. SPECIALTY.
erlorlty over any other rnal:< raised, and in good yield; and I regard tough elasticity defends the tender parts
;!~.eE~f:!
s~;~~,:this treatment as a sure remedy for from injury, is nearly impervious to wat0i\~eet:,,t:1t 1"e0;{\
Jenfct.
"scabby potatoes," so common on many er, and permits a little evaporation of
internal moisture, by which it is kept;
ruore Flro ant! Durgl.:i.r Pro1,. farms.
normally pliable and vitalized to the VC'rJ
NEVEr.
nui:::-. UP.
Watch
the Stock.
surface. He rounds and smooths off the
oofWorku.
Specialty,
ousz ancl PLAT!: SAFEs x:mdeto
Keep a close watch of the stock, and new snrface; leaves it in a condition to
l.
t,e quick to notice if any of it is not allow the moisture of the hoof to pass off
D-1-IAND
SAFES
thriving.
The good farmer should be rapidly, and the hoof to dry and crack,
:n in exchange. For Salou able to tell at a glance when any of his and thus he recommends the application
stock are not doing well.
A. dull eye, of tar and grease and lamp-black, as if
s Repaired or Exchanged.
racted for, furnished at th, a staring coat, an unnatural position in he was trying to render an old boot pliand upon the most favorab:,
standing or lying, a sluggish appearance, able and presentable.
The greasing may
•acoord!ng to contract.
e and personal interviews cor· 'a loss of appetite, or an appcti.tc for un- be well enough-better
, than nothingBut why do
:
N
&
O-,
natural substances-any
of these ure usu- after the mischief is done.
8 0
0
ally symptoms of something wrong, and sensible horseowners allow the evil which
nd 275 St ate S t .,
it is not often that severe illness will their prcrcmptory orders, if not their
NEW .ciAVRN, CO::l!:t
commence among any of the farm stock mere remonstrances, would prevent?without one or more of these evidences Amei-ican Agriculturist.
of ill-health, or at least of that unthrifty
I.'10 lf-IJEii:TN
RtciJ>es.
condition which predisposes to disease,
Picnic Eggs -Boil eggs hard, as many
having been manifested for some days
previous. Taken in season, some sim- as desired; remove the yolks carefully and
ple remedy, with a little extra care and chop them with some cold boiled ham,
nursing, may do more to effect a cure chicken, veal or other tenu.cr meat, also
than can be done by the best veterinary chopped, adding a few bread crumbs
surgeon a few clays later. It is usually ancl a little milk to moisten, and fill the
better to separate such animals from the cavity, in the eggs with this mixture and
rest of the herd, so far at le:.st to prevent press together; roll in eggs and crumbs,
,ctt:ro Open a.nd Top Bug· them from being tyranizcd over by their place in a frying basket and plunge into
1g of tJ~c l?idc Spring, :End" .stronger mates, as they are too apt to be• boiling fat for three minutes to faown.
;tcr, Timken aud Edward ;Thisis more important
with sheep and
IAJonnaise Potatoes.-Slice a pound of
swine which feed together, and where cold boiled potatoes.
Put two tabletylc$ of Two-Seated Cer
the
stronger
can
rob
the
we<)kcr
of
its
spoonfuls of butter into a saucepan with
n:;, Cutters and Sleighs,
proportion of food. A. feeble sheep or a small onion, chopped fine. Set the pan
a weak fig will die of starvation in the over the fire, and when the onion has
midst of plenty, simply because it is fried to a delicate brown, ,n.dcl the potacrowded away by others; and a sick cow toes, and_turn and toss them unfii they
or calf, turned loose in the yard with begin to color, then stir iu a little inincea
others, is to frequently attacked by them parsley, ancl serve immediately.
even as wild animals, when wounded,
Green Tvmato Pickle.-Slice
one peck
are said to be by their mates.
No. 5 WACON.
of green tomatoes, six green peppers and
Washing

J!'rutc

Trees.

f
1

~ir;?~it':leai~

~ans,
single
and
double

~~\~!n!~\

[SO?-if& CO,,
.li,F E S

J.Yi?th.;'3,S/~~
~7

AGEWORKS1

soountto the trade.

four onions. Strew a cup of salt over
ilogue and Pi-ices before
The remark is often made, says Vick's the slices in layers and let them stancl one
btty-ing.
Magazine, that farmers are poor garden- night. The next clay turn the water off
and put them in a kettle with a cup of
CARRIAGE
WORKS,ers, and it is too true in most cases. grated horse radish, a tablcsponful of
Farmers' families, as a rule, are far more
lA.CUSE, N. V,
poorly
supplied
with
vegetables ground cloves and the same of all;picc
Cover with vinegar; boil
than city residents.
Not more than a and cinnamon.
This will be ready
quartex of the farms in this region show soft and cover tight.
anything better in the way of garden to eat in three days, and will be found
delicious.
•
produce than
a little
sweet corn
and some bush beans and a few tomato
Poor . Man's F1·uit Pudking. - Four
plants, and possibly even these last are ounces of rolled bread crumbs; eight
wanti~g. The field crop is depended ounces of sifted flour; one teaspoonful of
upon to supply the potatoes that are baking powder; quarter of a pound of
wanted, and perhaps some turnips will suet; quarter of a pound of raisins, quarbe raised in the fall some years as a ter of a pound of currants; two ounces of
second crop. What a miserable showing citron, one lemon; one egg; milk to bind
is this for those who arc situated so that together; a pinch of salt and a teaspoo9the choicest vegetables of the garden, the ful of cinnamon. Mix the bread crumb@,
various kinds in their seasons, might a.p- flour anc1 baking powder together, chop
pear in abundance on their tables, pro- the suet, stone the raisins, and carefully
vided the necessary care and labor should wash the currants, slice the citron, dredge
be given to produce them.
But this all the fruit with flqur ancl mix the egg,
picture is not overdrawn; it is, unfol'- juice and grated rind of the lemon wit1!
·tunately, too true, and it is not less true the other ingredients, acld enough milll:
that if we inquire about the family fauit to mix all well together, put into two
supply for country tables we shall 1i.nd moulds and steam or boil e.ai;;l;l,·
l;wo li.<0~
this quite as deficient, or even !ll6l\:.• ao. Serve with sau.c<e,
Fn1:1ners

A Te•·rible Mistake.
by,any person who
0
~~~e:f~J ofi;e~b~~d~1~h~:i;tt,~i"~l e~~:1!~~
the .Asthma is Dr. •.raft's A::l'l'HJ\1ALINE.
~j;.tbottles sent free. See advertisement next
Hop Plasters are a New England production
CURES AND PREVENTS
froX::-/r:l'i~
~1~l<lr~~i1Yk.B.1~af~t~~i~::r
~~fs Colds, Coughs, Sore Throat, Influenza.
a better strengther than a ,doi,en other kmds.
0
8
Inflammations, Rheumatism, Neu•
F'o><!UTES lor auvern•w~, ... th1"paper, applyto tile
ralgia, Headache, Tooth==C=nn=n=e=ct=·ic=u=t=h=as=e=le=v=en=l=iv=in=~=e=x=-g=ov=e=r=no=r=s.::::::F=u=bl=l•b=•=r-========N=E=•
=F=l=ft=e=e=n

!.\"J::1~~}t':i
A great mistake iS made

1;;~

1

ache, Asthma,
DIFFICULT
BREATH INC.

■

umors 1n the Blood
Often manifest themselvesin the spring months.
Eruptions

such as hives, pimples

rheum. scrofula. or other

affections

and boils, salt
caused by im-

purity or low state of the blood, are cured by Hood's:
Sarsaparilla.
It purifies, ;vitalizes and enriches the
blood, creates an appetite, rouses the liver and
glYes renewed
strength
to the whole body.

,,.f,Pu~~.~

T?Jtlc?/i'1itff:saifeir~~~fn"/~1IT;t~I
Tertisementneed any one SUFFERWITH PAIN.
Uadwn.y's

Scrofula lurks in the blood of nearly every one•
being ortcn inherited.
Its severest form is that of
running sore ...on the arms, legs or feet. Bunches in
the glands or the neck, pimples, cancerous growths,
'swollen joints and thickening or the upper lip are
other symptoms. Hood's Sarsaparilla has had wonderful success Jn curing scrofula.
It thoroughly

Every

Swellings

"FOi'

severalyears I bad pimplesbreaking out on

rn., tnce and neck. I wa5 induced to take Hood's
Sa.rsaparilla, and my skin is now clearer and I am
feeling better than tor some time."-R.
D. MocKABEK,64 Bond St., Cleveland,

0.

"Piillples were breaking out all over my face,
caused by smoking cigarettes. I was advised by my
druggist to try Hood's Sarsaparllla and did S'>, and
all traces of the pimples have disappearcd."-J.
C.
~

PAIN

ltEIUEDY

m~~~b,reHe:ii~~~:
N~r:v.fur~~;;:~y;:~:a~~~
Sick Headache, Diarrncea., Dysentery,
lency, and all internal pains.

in the Neck

DANIELS,29 Union St., NorwJch, Ct.

the skin smoothand fair.
"LastspringI was troubledwith bO!l8. Two bot-

"I sutrered with boils five years. Hood's Sarsapa:illa cured me. "-R.M. LANE,Pittsburgh, Pa.

tles of Hood's Sa1saparllla cured me, and I recommend it to others.,'-J.
SCHOCH, Peoria, Ill

CJare Cd,
Pn.ius ia

That instantly stops the most excruciatingpafna,

Malaria

Joseph Dunphy, 214 Central Street, Lowell, Mass.,
had swellings and lumps on his neck and face,
which various pastes, ointments and medicines
failed to stop. A trhopmate, whose wife had been
cured of a sore on her arm by Hood's Sarsaparilla.
recommended the medicine, and he bought a bottle.
In three days there was a change in the eruptions,
and five bottlc8 effected a complete cure, leaving

in Its Various

Colic, Ii"latu-

Forms.

Thereis not a remedialaf:entin the worldthat will

:~i
;i'/,~';:
fe~~~~~td:~t; \tfn\~~~i?li-fi~i:t
80F'fr~~
c":nlfsAJ!~
:..lf
:i~.R:j!n/~"f;~!:1~u.
DR. RADWAY'S

SARSAPARILLIAH
RESOLVEKT,
The Grea.t Blood Purifier,
Pttr the Cnre of u.11 Chronic
Dlsea!iies.
Chronic Rheumatism,
Scrofula., Syphilitic Complaints, etc. (see our book on Venereal, etc.; price 21

Hood's Sarsaparilla

~~~ro~!ar:;~1i~n~~'iN!!!in:a.;{\1b~
EJ.~g~.
D~~
peosi&. Water Bra.sh, White SwelliDllS, Tumors, Pim•
0

f;es, )notches,Eruptious of the

I

Soldby nildrug·glst.s.$1; six tor $5. Preparedonr,- t Soldby all druggists. $1; sl.rfor 85, • Preparedonly
by C.I. HOOD& CO.,Apothecaries,Lowell,Mass. by C.I. HOOD& CO.,Apothecaries,Lowell,Mass.

I 00 Doses One Dollar

is a Suro

Bruises.

allavs inflammation, and cures Congestions, wh~ther
of the Lungs, Stoma.ch. Bowels, or other glands or
orga.ns by one application.
A half to a teaspoonfulin half a tumbler of wat.,.

new vitality and richness.

Boils and Pimples

Read:,, Relief
~xn·ain!t,

Pain,

the ·1:;:-~iy,;':.~t·::.~.:t;!'i:1:~~0n,~
WU■

'fry this excellent spring medicine and blood eradicates the humor from the bloodand gives it
uurlficr.

Relief

•

s"i~i~~I~i;,·

1''ace, Ulcers. Hip
8 1
i~!~;,u~ia~z;f~

K

e~fti::C:o~~~~~fciJ1:~~bf1~~~;
!..iver Complaint.a, etc.

I 00 Doses One Dollar

B~

BURDOCK
ODD
BITTERS
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

DR. RADWAY'S

PILLS

The Great Liver and Stomach Remedy
For the cure of all disorders of the Stoma.ch, Liver,
Bowels, Kidnevis, Bladder, Nervous Disea.ses, Losa
or' Appetite,
Headache, Cnsti \·cness, Indigestion,

BURDOCK
BLOOD
BITTERS
BURDOCK
BLOOD
BITTERS~H!~~!~d!u~~;:rigJ~:~~~ttth!
i~fte;~:1 ;1~:e~~:
Purely vegetable. containing

That Ache in Smal

Purify the Blood,

no merl.:Ury, mineraJ,

or~~:~;n~~t~\\;fr"box. Soldby

Back.

all clru1?gie11.

DYSPEPSIA!

Dr. Un.d,vay'8
PiJII§ a.re
BURDOCK
BLOOD
BITTERS plaint.
BURDOCK
BLOOD
BITTERS
They re~tore stre;igth

a. cure for this com•
to the stomach and

~~t>bi:~!i~a.PEli~~°r!"~a~i:a~J.
~~t~i1~em[ft~~li~~Hi\~~,
1

BEGETS

Rashes and all Skin Eruptions.

Sound, Refreshing Sleep.

BURDOCK
BLOOD
BITTERS
BURDOCK
BLOOD
BITTERS

the system to contract diseases. Take the medicin~
according to directions, and ob!:lerve what we say ill,
..Fa.lse and True" respecting diet.
P,-Send a lettCTstamp to DR. RADW ..\ Y &:
~:~i~~:~}~l~·u\~~rren
Street,
New York,
for
***Be ■ ure to get RADW A y,i,,.

FOR

That Tired, Weary Feeling.

Dyspepsia and Constipation.

Sick Headache.
GENTS:-!
have been subject to
Sick Headache for years,and have tried,
in vain, many advertised remedies and
several physicians,but all to no purpose.
At last I tried your B. B. Bitters-without much faith, I admit-but
to-day I
can truly say, that after taking the thir&
bottle t have not suffered from it. I
recommend it to all my friends; several
have been cured by it. My little grandson was permanently cured of Biliousness and Sick Headache, which was
so severeastocause convulsions. They
have all ceased since he commenced
the use of 8. B. B.
Mrs. B. C. BODLE,
Orange, Luzerne Co., Pa.

Dyspepsia.

GENTS:-1 feel it my duty to say
respecting Burdock Blood Bitters that
it is the best medicine I ever took. I
suffered two or three years from stomach troubles and dyspepsia as well as
from liver and kidney complaint. 1 was
not able to attend to my business.
My wife was affiicted in much the same
way. We read of your Bitters in the
papers and made up our minds that
we would try them.
The result is my
wife and I began to improve at once
and I am now able to do more hard
work than before in ten years. It relieved my kidney troubles as well. We
both wish you the makersof it, Godspeed.
JOSEPH LANDON, Chelsea, Vt.

ARCHHH
& PANCOAST
Co.,

Manufacturing

12 WestStr~ct,B~shm,
Invite attention

Scrofula
oflungs.

to

their line of

5:TON

WAGON SCALES,

!is·o :.,

Iron I.Ann,

Steel Bu.rln~

Brut

JONE..c;:;
he pn:,a the fr•la:bt-for "Pric• Llat n1-ntlou thb /;~fHtr M4

0
0
...iii1:~~~!£
N~'V.
"-

n.s Gardeners.

1·

Radway's
Ready

Color the whiskers a handsome br~wn 01 •
bllafckt~in~
Beru1skidl_~~:i:ie~y'
1l~.r
~uffers. Ayer's Pills correct th1s trouble.
The farmers, in their sw,imps, we're sure,
1
0
[f b~ ~:if.i~~o\~red~:sth~~doli\~~~~eat cure;
Tak!~roh~~~~h;ots:i1:ie
..
try(f'1 k~~utTKs
~;~~~ag;;;~ef~'.'°plamts),

111
o

Ropeto Cul O!THorses·Manes.

Celebratccl'ECLIP,SE'

and HR.IDLE
t;ombined.
be 81Jppect by any horse.

-

HAL'l'Elt
cannot
Sample

tgr ~6f
ci;~ s8aJ~T!;7,n

~~~1e;t $~:'
a~lHardware nnct Harness Dealers.
Special discount to the 'l'rade.
Send for 1-'rict'-Li~t,.
J. C. LIGHTHOUSE,

_

_Rochester• N. Y.
_
The Acme contains114 Arnericau J.I
all WITH MUSIC and isentirely
11
di trcrent from a.ny other collectiu11.

;

DEBILITA

Appliances, for the speedy relief and per ..
manent cure ot Nervous Debility, loss o.t: Vitality and
Manhood, and all kindred troubles.
Also tor many

pensory

soGSg;1;{~1~~'j-,,'ll~~~•;,P~"et,f.
r~~~r;{fs,~~~~1:vMg~•

Also, 100 Songs oCthe }?ay, i,ncluding

u

Wail

0

trated

pamnhl('.Jt in sealed envelope mailed free, by ad•

rlroSSi!>JzYOLTA.ICB~LT CO .• ll'farsball.

till Clouds Holl .Hy," "Sprrng Tnne and Robin,
have Come," '' Clunbing up de Golden Stairs,'
"Peck-a-Boo! !I "''When Robins 1'est .Ag-aiJ1,"

HJ'il Await My Love," etc. Both

.

1

"oln"r~ify!~1?e'ieei~~~~~rt~t,"~!ttr~t'ri'l~ift;!e~sl:

books,

an<l cata•

:~ue~
?l1{1JtE1.\\~illi~{;~~f,;gf~~~-~~~~~~~'
Ji~~~

Mich.

things. that are e,·er_) little while coming
to light.

THE HOUSEKEEPER.

McCLELLA!fAND :BURNSIDE.

The rel'ent <leath of General :\IcC!ella11
leaves but few Jiving of those un1·ortu11ate
eon1manders who found themselves 11nequal to the great responsibilities placed
,1pon t.hem during the civil war. Burnsi(le, lfolleck, "Fighting Joe" Honker,
and others, had passed away before him,
honored by the nation they had sen-ed,
a.ftcr haviug lived down the hostile criticism their official acts had excited . .E,1ual
,iustfre will be done to General :McClellan,
,end a true· estimate of his abilities as an
organizer an<l a soldier will be rec(~rded.
fn his political ambition the g-enial Burnside was far more successfol than his old
commander, and death found him a senator
from Rhode Island.
McClellan might
ha,·e been a cabinet officer bnt for factional
quarrels in New Jersey which made his
appointment inexpedient.
Rhode Island's devotion to her handsome senator illustrates a happy rharacleristic of the smallest State which st i 11
distinguishes her. Genernl Burnside 1n1s
not a native of "Little Rhody "-ha vi1ig
c-omecast from Indiana-but
he had the
right timber in him, and was made go,·ernor
and afterward senator of his adopted faate.
The same spirit may be seen in her citizens to-day in their hearty reception of
that which will be of benefit to them. ,\.
<'asein point is that of Mr. John A. Bis hoµ,
of Central Falls, R. I., who tells this
story:
"For eighteen years I suffered with
neuralgia and never got any relief unti I I
·took Athlophoros. After that had Cllred
me of the disease I became afflicted with
s~iatic rheumatism, for whiGh I was treated
by two cl0ctors. Neither of them did me
ai1y good, in fact I grew worse under their
treatment. Again I began taking AthJo.
Jihoros, and, strange as it may seem, relief
came almost instantly. The pain abated
so that I was able to get around in less
than three days, and as I daily grew
~tronger the rheumatism left me altogether."
l\Irs. S. T. Goss, of No. 42 Dudley Street.
Providence, can confirm this seeming!_,·
wonderful cure out of her own experience.
She says:
•
"For thirty years I suffe;-ed wjth m1:srnlar rheumatism, during which time [
11sctlevery known remedy and all sorts of
prescriptioi;is from physicians. At times J
would gain a little reliel, but onlv for :i
,,hort period, ~Jter which the disease- wo11ld
attack me with re'newed violence. lt was
while I was suffering one o( these 1·erY
severe attacks that a friend spoke to m3 of
the wonders Athlophoros was doing and
advised me to tr_yit. I did get a boctlP
an,l in two days after beginning to ll8C it
was on my feet. Athlophoros is now kept
in my 1-wuseand is looked upon as indispensable. It is the greatest preparation I
,,,·er knew of and will cure rheumati,;:n
j11.-tas it is claimed it will do."
. :'l[r. ~- _D.fayne, one _of the most prominent citizens of Westville, Ct .. where i,p
h1L, a pieas~nt !10me_on Fountain street, is
o::tspoken rn h;s praise of Atiophoros.
•
"I d'id not tnink there 11·asany c11ref0r
rhenmatism." he savs, "hut I am plnas, ..J
to say ,hat there is and that it is Athlo:,horos. Three closes of it cure<l my wife of
rlteun1a.ti:,m."

For e,·ery noble thing in life. .
\Vith hard and earnest work rn rife.
And honor, wealth and length of days.
All come through labor's rugged ways.

I am coming more.and more to the conclusion eyery year of my life, that the
largest share of pain, the misery and the
wickedness of the world is due to physical and material qlunders which are po siThe Famil; Sewing.
ble of great alleviation if not of entire
The errors alone in diet of this
Some people have the enviable faculty healing.
;f doing the right thing at the right time. nation are enough to explain half the sickTheir work is so systematized
that the ness, the insanity and the irreligious
wheels of domestic life move with as little sweep of unbelief which makes the inner
fdction as well oiled machinery.
But not life of so large a proportion of its people
all possess the facutly. and some of those barren of result as of happiness.
who do, are not surrot,nded
by people
---- -- -whom they can control.
The mother of a
H~USEH01D
Rll:C!PES.
family may be systematic, but she cannot
.
.
make i1er domestic
machinery
work
. HoT ;\'JILK AS A REVIYIF!lm.-The mcdsm_oo_thly, if c,·en one member of her fam- ical Record sap:
N~ one who, fati~uecl
ly 1s mclmed to clog the wheels.
with over-exertwn. of the body or mmd,
1
·At this season a housekeeper's duties, has ever experienced the reviving influare unusually trying. all sorts of duties I ence of a tumblerful of milk heated as hot
seeming to present themselves in a form- I as can be sipped, will willingly forego to
idable array. Aside from the every-day resort to it because of its being i'endered
,york. (which, in a famiiy of six or seven,! some,i-lrnt Jess acceptable to the pal;1te.
is more then Hiflicient for one woman). I The promptness with which its influence
the~e ~.re the ho{1seclea:1_ing and fa1~~ilyI is felt is indeed surprising.
There is no charge made for showing goods at the store of
sewmg to be done. 11 ue, the se" mg
FREXCH :\IusTARD.-Slice an onion inought to have been done b~fore the arriv-. to a bowl and co,·er it with good vinegar
al of housecleaning time; but the days of. and let it stand twenty-four hours. r).fter
winter were so short, and there were so that drain off the ,:inegar, add toit a
.many hindrances_to.syste,patic
:'·ork, tl).;it pinch ·of salt, cayenne pepper .. sugar, and
the se,l'ing has not been done, a nd th e mustard to thicken;
Mix it smoothly and
work-basket is piled so high that it is let it boil, stirring constantly.
We carry a large .i;tock of
·discouraging to think of attacking it.
r°havae known mothe·rs of small children
CUSTARD CAKE.-Thtee
eggs. one teato se"' steadily during the long summer cupful 0f fine sugar. half teaspoonful soda.
afterno~ns instead of lying clown to rest I one teaspoonful
cream tartar'. one cu~ful
after, the fatiguing work in the hot kitchen. I flour. For the custard: half pmt of milk.
The summer ought to be free from sewing, I yolks of two eggs, one tablespoonful
of
which must and can be done before the hot I flour, two of sugar.
Flavor to taste.
weather comes.
Bake in layer pans, and when cool spread
I can fancy some mother saying th~t on the custard, al~o c~o!· Use :he ,i-hites
such talk does very well on paper, that m of the two ~gs
for 1c1ng. addmg sugar
her case the idea is impracticable;
but be I and beating until smooth and the mixture
assured there is nothing impractible about· is so thick it will not drop from the spoon.
it. If one has money to spare, hiring a
LE:-.JO, PL'DDI::,.;-G.-A lemon pudding
C::aJlS,
(for ladies and gents)
seamstress
is the proper thing to·do. may be quickly made by taking three taTake an afternoon for cutting yonr gar- blespoonfuls of corn starch mixed with a
ments. and then hire an experienced wom- little cold water.
Pour boiling.water
into
an for a ,Jay or a week until the sewing is this, stirring until thick.
Add one cup of
done; it is no disgrace to you,. to assert white sugar, juice and pulp of two lemons,
that the seamstress 11·ill accomplish
as and the yolks of two eggs, and bake half
much in two days as you will in two weeks, an hour. Beat up the white,, add sugar,
because she is fresh and you are exhaust- and spread over the top of the· pudding;
ed at the beginning.
If you have no mon- brown in the oven.
ey to spend in this way, invite half a dozen of. your neighbors to a sewing bee, and
COFFEE CAKE.-! 1-2 cups of cold coffee,
give .them a good substantial.
but not I I cup of sugar, 1 cnp '.11?lasses. 1 cup butelaborate tea. Do not spend all the after-'\ ter, one of cho~ped ra1sms, '.easpoouful s?·
noon getting the meal, as I ha Ye known da_, the sa1:'e ot cloves and cmnamon. Mix
We have added much to our line of Clothing and can
I
some people to do after im·iting company;\ stiff as fnnt cake. Bake slowly.
show many bargains.
Onr line of Overcoats is complete and
it is not complimentary
to the guests. to . SPOXGE CAKE.-One
egg, bea:en well
imply that they care more for the repast, m a large cup, then fill the cup with sweet we can sell yon one for 4.50 to 15.00.
than for your society.
milk. 1 c_up sugar, a little salt, 1 teasBut if you do not feel eqnal to the task poonful of soda, two of cream tartar, 1 1-2
of getting tea, perhaps some one will do. cups flour. To be eaten fresh.
In Dry Goods we have many_ b_argains which
fo1· you what was done for a neighbor of
SuBSTITUTE FOR CREAM 1::,/ COFFEE.we wi11 not here enumerate, cons1strng of Velvets,
Ol;r line _is comp~ete and we are selling them at
Flannels, Homespuns
etc. \1/e also ~ave_ a h:i.rd time pnces.
We feel confident in saying that
mine a year ago. She was.a· delicate wo- Perhaps you will say you don't wish any Dress
nice line of Samples of Wack Silks, ranging 1n in U~der.wear, Cardigans,
etc., we can show the
price
from
$1.ooto$1-50,and
we
think
we
~an
save
man trying to do her own work with a i.substitute, but it still may be -ivell to
be~t lrne m town. ,vc are selling the Montcalm
money for any one wishing to buy a silk suit.
Shirts and Drawers for 50 cts. Every pair is well
family of little children constantly
de-; know what to do in case of an emergency,
worth 75 ds.
manding her attention.
They had been '. when the milkman fails you or the "thLin·
1
sick dnring the winter, and the poor mo- der" has suddenly turned everything sour.
Our shelves in this line are always full, and are
ther fonnd herself almost ·worn out with -Beat one fresh egg and pour boiling wa- all marked at bottom prices.
fatigue, as the spring with all its duties ter over it gradually to prevent its curdIn _Boots & Shoes we have a good stock in both
_la<li~s' and gent's.
VVe are selling the J. F. Hill &
approached.
.
/ ting. In taste and appearance this passes
,~-c carrv a large stock of Corn and Flour that Co. improved sewed welt $3.00 Shoe. Every pair
we can and \vill sell as low as any party.
is warranted to give satisfaction.
A friend seemg the heaped work basket,· as a very good substitnte for caeam.
and knowing all the circumstances,
pro- I REMEDY FOR EARACHE.-As
soon
as
posed a sewing-bee, but the poor woman I any soreness is felt in • the ear, Jet two
~All
goods as represented or money refunded.
was _too tired to make th: nece~sary prep-! drops of arnica be put in, and the orifice
th
th
aratwns.
After con'snltmg w,
o ers,·, filled with a little cotton to exclude the air,
Respectfully Yours,
the friend decided to i_nvite . ~en !~_dies to\ and in a short time the pain is forgotten.
the bee, some to take th eu sew mg-ma- If the arnica be not resorted to until there
chin:s: and each one to take some kind of is actual pain, the cure may not be as
prov1s10n (not every one was to take cake, j speedy, bnt it is just as certain, althoLwh
as is usual at pic-nics, but one was to take , it may be nescessary to repeat the app~icake, another bread, another cold meat, cation- It is a preventive for gatherings
1
and so on). '\Ve even took the table-clo th l in the ear. which is thensual cause ofear~lanufacturer of and Dealer in
and napkins, so that our overworked host- 1 ache.
,
ess might not have the slightest weight
C
S
Th
Id
f
•
d
added to her burden.
It was astonishing 1 . ANVAS Ik,JPdPERS:k • e, 0 - as 1,,one
. s 11ppers, wor e m s11 anc woo 1 on canto see how rapidh· pieces of work were
.
.
.
b
11
finished.
The tir~d mother looked bright 11 ~as, are com mg ,_n :g~m:
";, ~- ey ar~
--ALSO-and haJ)PY as she saw piece after piece 1·unproved upon m esigns_u ips. an
.st
!
other flowers are 11·orked m embroidery
Lalbs,
Shingles
& Pine Lu1{1ber.
folded away' a~d h :ned to th e merry! stitch.
Griffins and other h;ralC:ic devicRound Cheese Cases for sale.
vo:ces of her _kmd neighbors,
and none i es, as well as crests, are also
laced on
Band sawing done to orrler. Drag plank
could be happier than the workers them- I
.
p
the front, whde some of the ground works
C. F. WILLARD,
selves.
.
. are shot with silver.
~,ite
the newest for sale.
lyl5
North Turr.er, Me.
,'\Vhen she thanked u,s heartily, and said , have ieces of plnsh tied on the canvas,
that she never could repay us.' 11:eexacted fonni;,
rnrt of the pattern.
from her, as our reward, a promise to he
g I
PrX-CUSlIION.-A
wooden plaque 8 in.
WANTED
Breeding of A. ,J. C. C. Registered.
clown for an hour ever.v afternoon during
across,
with a spray of wheat painted on
the summer. and we afterward felt amply
one
side,
and
at
the
right
of
it
is
glued
3
repaid ,s-ith the sight of her rosy· cheeks
and bright
eyes.-Lillian
'i\fayne. in little bags. filled with grass seed, tied up
at the top with narrow ribbon. each of a
Co,mtry Ge11tleman.
different color of satin, with a spray ·of
Sewing Machines fnruishe<l if wanted

0 CHARCE!

CHILDS&.

STAPLES,

Cilbertville,

Me.

CLOTHING,

I

•Cent's Furnishings,

Hats,

Roots and _Shoes

DryGoods,
Groce
CORN. FLOUR

ETC.

I

DRY COODS.

Gent's
Furnishings.

I

0

LAND
FORSALE.
The undersigned offers for sale the fol1owing described lots of land:
:No. !.-Part
of lots No. 15 and 16, in
Fox's Grant.,(so called) in Peru, estimated
to be about 110 acres, and well-known as
the EL~RIDGE
GAMMON FARM.
No. 2.-The
TOBIN FARM,(so called)
comprising about two lots and estimated
at 160 acres, also in Peru, near Worthley
Pond,
The above lots, not being required for
the purposes of Herdsdale Farm, will be
sold at a price which will make them a
I?rofitable investment for any one de•iring
first-class pasturage.
For price etc., apply to Charles Vickery,
Manager Herdsdale Fann, Canton. Me.
MARYE. WARD.
Cauton, Sept. 10, 1885.
3-36

Groceries.

BOOTS.
&,SHOES.

Corn and Flour.

CHILDS & STAPLES.

C. F. WILLARD,

I

Boot, Shoe & all kinds

H erdsdale Farm,
C;JJN1!{!)N, ME~

P;tJ,fCglNfG Jl~IBS~

The advertiser having been permanently cured
that dread diseaae, Consumption,by a simple
remedy,is anxious to make known to his fellowsufferersthe meru1e.
of cure. 'l.'oall who desire it,
he wiilsenda copyof the prescriptionused,(FREE )
of

0
0
0
~~:~\ ~t::1~!
n~vnt E~1"r:i
st:e
\{~1!}~~

Cot1ghs1Cold.~,Consumption, Asfo ma,

1
$Id~~
~frA
t1!~!e
~~-dr!s!,rtJ~~-'1i~1X~rwruo;~1f,
I'enn St., Williamsburgh,N. Y.
,

C. Fm TOWLE,
LITTLE

ARCADE

MUSIC

I

!

STORE,

100 :E'AMILIES

Spring St., Canto11, }[e.,

TO MAKE

PIANOS
& ORGANS,
From the be,t makC'rs.
C.

B.

Bri'd~·J-1.a1n,
Buckfield

Village,

for the wheat painted on one, oats on anotl;er,
to look and grasses on a third. Fasten a ribbon
on each side and tie at the top with a large
fonrnrd to and live for, beside the daily bow, hanging it up for a pin-cushion.
round of labor, or the counting of profit
or loss. If 11·ehave not any talent for These are novel and very pretty.
Mixv

NJ.

=

D.

mind to

M~.

Foon.-Have
something
feed upon-something

and the work delivered at your homes.
Apply by mail only to Wm. M. Mitchell,
Dixfield, Me., or to J. A. Bucknam &
Co. Mechanic Falls, Me.51tf

MANIIQQD
•

-

or fine poem, the ed cardboard 8x5 inche,;. Join ,o as to
in fact almost as form a cylinder and work a pretty design
in cross-stitch.
Fill with hair combings
and crochet a circular COYering for each
end and finish with cord and tassels.
-if
only in snatches-and
talk about
Another can be 1nadc in this ·way. Take
then1 at dinner tin1e or by the evening a sn1al1 round box. Place hvo thicknesses
fire. Cultivate choice flowers and fruits, of net over the top and fasten securely
and _help some poor neighbor to seed and. around the edge. Then crochet a cover to
cuttrng; or take an interest in bees,orlfitthetop.
Thi,being
done,narrowun-

1

Addret>siucuniJdcuve::.

___

___

J. \V.

_

~{~~~~Yt.,

lfowYork~

s~.ll'l!CJ!,NIJJ,'fklk~

--Old DcCoslc,·
cdtocloallkintlsof
. \t the

Carri:tgc

Shop,"

is prcpar-

creating a good story
next be,t thing-and,

rria[e
Renairin[
and
Saw
Filill[
I
Ca
1'
•
1'tf

1000

f,-ct

1-2

in,·h I-lass lloar,b

wanted

i

fine poultry, or trout culture.
~ nd study ti! you hri~e_rca~hc~I the bottom, then wid~n
ah,ays fa, m and household sc1ence, and! agam. 1 his will form a hat. . Put a nb1
t:1ke acl1·,111tageor the new and helpful hon band ai'ound and fini$h with a bow.

CATTLE,

SPANISH
MERINO
SHEEP.

WHITE CHESTER,
BERKSHIRE,
& SMALLYORKSHIRE
PIGS,
of

aJJ ages

and sex,

Bred and For Sale.

pmMp LES11t~e":~~imp:f~i~~~:
1 V
bl B I
i;ect_r:::Prmo
p1e~ 6:!rai~t~Eh~;,"1J;;~&
thcskin:~a,clearandbeautiful;alsomstrnctions

Wbere al orders _should be left, an<l his writing splendid "-orks on political econlIAIRPIN lloLDER.-A
hairpin
holder
whereabouts ascertarned.
3-9
omy or social science, or the genius for can be made by cutting a piece of perfora-

1dl~i'~~i~;good a _thing-is
~1'ttr~~,b;1r,f:;!Jf~t~J!~~\;fsi~~i[;~~~~
to posess an appreciation
]~~~r~?.",~'~;i,
:f.dp'i!~~I.\'..,~'l\~~;~%~i;;:~11J:~~\'.~ff~fi:
of these thing!
So have good books
1
1
~~ii f~l~g;~~Jcf0~
R~,t~?bL~i·
J~~~v~~
;\~~·;1~~~-fc~i::d:
- and· good ne,vspapers,
and read them
1

COATS

JERSEY

-

forproducingaluxuriantgrowth of halrona bald
lad or smooth face. Address,
including3cEtamp,
0 12
e1i. Va!1cielf _c_
_·•_ Barc~ay~t., N. Y.

!'

A lot of long and short timber, shing-lcs, clapboards, cedar posts, :fire.wood, de., in exchange for
goods o_fall kin~s in our line, such as watches,
clock~itJCwclry, s1lverware,LitAs
& BlSHOP .

cf: Counsellor
t.,anto11, Me.

JUSTABLE
SLIDING
WINDOW
SCREENS.
Re~t selling- goods ever offcn.:d to ag·cnts.
Terms
and Outfit free. Address
6tf
ORRIN P. HOWE & CO., Augusta, Me.

For Sale.

JOHNP.SWASEr,

Attorney

w TED

~nd\:~~n~~1~1;~
n}~~
fJ;g,\i~{,i
C(P~t¥Et~{anA~;~

WANTED.

_at L a ..w,

On_e_srnglc:horsc peddler's cart, new a.rd ino-ood
conchtion, su1~n.ble for a. confectionary
and ~ncv
goods cart. For further 111{ormation call on or ad·
dress
ALVARADO
HAYFORD,
1tf
Canton, lVI:-tine.

YNE

els all othl'r Reinrilles ror
J,:xternal U11e.

RES-Catarrh,

ChoJ.

lf~~i

& CO.,

Boston, Mass.

AL

•~.;~:~;~;~;
r,a/J.~t""
',,::::

for rum? Do you see that man standing
on the sidewalk with a large red nose and
a bloat over him that rnakeb him look like
anything else than a man? Do vou see

1886 APRIL 1886
II4 111
1°78
~5
~ UI
Mo [fil[gll
5 1219II
26I

PILLS

jl

__
□

that man trying to get home afterd~inking
from your cup? IIis poor wife has been
looking and waiting for him to come home
tobringthechildren,whoarehail:starved.
. something to eat. But alas! she sees his

I

_L!_!jl!.QJ~

-

6

13

..

~2~0

27

.l'1l11;

for Infants

~1::

;~~:~::~il~~,:~:n~t:~~y
:~>~;t~:cilz~:e:~
hair a'fhcr head, brought to the floo;· and

SLA

I

gers towards home. She hardly knows
what to do, but sh<! tells the children to

VV0

mer, Monticel1o, Fltt,"
verywhere,
or sent by
CO., BOSTON, MASS.

;J~

B~"'"
Ip'
*Fu!lcr Road,
A. '.\I.IP. ' 1 •
H,rrtf,>rd,
. 4 40 9 25 Portland, G.T •. 7 20 1 30
Sumner,
4 55 9 32 Lewiston, " . S SO: 2 2S
*\Yarrcn R'd,I
)Icchauic F'ls1·10 45 ,) Jo

5 30. 9 50 ;~~~1~.~ij~'~t11 05! 3
02 I!chron,
'11 30 3
*Packard R'd,11 ...:vr.
6 10 Lo 16 Bu_ckfield, , 12 15 3
j
*'\ arren Rd,
12
1Vle·cl·1,wicF'ls1 7
6 430
Sumn~r,
112 50
35 1 44
Lewist?m,
atn1.0 2~
15 Hartford,
,P. ::'1-1.*Fuller
lload,
Portland,
S 25 12 o~ /Cantoni
.
1 10 4
!3;~::~~!Jil'd,I
IIebron,
*Bearce R'cl 1
\Vcst~Iinot
1
[arrn·e.

money has been paid you for rum. Ile
falls into the ditch, but gets up and stag-

7 14 -2•
1-28
'Th7m
8
_15
~22-.Jf29]
~,I
23!3(6lj
Ff 2 9 ·16·-·--[1]~T,j

omplalnts, MALARIA,
these

Calendar

•

[Tu]

USE.

omplanll,s

Telephone

~-

Morbus, Dysentery
r9frriu~1:~~~~aS
eases.
Circulars frt-e.
. JOHNSON

The

I

and Children.

"Castortais so well adapt,cd to children that
[ recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me."
H. A. ucimn, u. D.,

Castorfa cures Colic, Constipation,

S(?ur Stomach, Diarrhrea, Eructation,
Kills e:~~s,
gives sleep, and promot.es di·

beaten almost to death.
Do you not see,
111So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
wufou; injurious medication.
Mr. Rum Seller, that that home is a scene
Tw: CENTAUR
COMP.ANY,
182 Fulton Street, N. Y.
~□ of human ,;uffering and trouble?
Do you
3
10
17
24
. not see that man after he has drank f1:om
your cup, drive the knife into the heart o(
one of his fellow-associates'
And he has
to be condemned to death; but yo11 go on
selling the curse of all curses, as though
1
vou did not think that yon were guilty of
-:(-):-the "·hole thing-and
a thousand things
PUBLISHED
TIIURSDAYS
AT
that 11·ecould mention if space would perCANTON,
OXFORD
COUNTY,
ME,
mit. Do you see yourself delivered to the
tormentors at the la ·t day (if you keep on
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
rn this hellish way) to be tormented clay
and night forever and ever? Oh! s,top
Ever given.
We take this opportuntty to inform our patrons t.hat we shall CLOSE
One copy, one year,
$1.50.
such a mean traffic and go about an hon- OUT the followina lines of aoo,ls in stock at a discount.
Clocks, Spectaeles, Solid
paid one year in advance, $1.25. orable occupation and be a man !-E.v.
Silver Spoons, Napkin Ring~, Fruit Knive~, and a large lot of

Sa

,nrsflnt h,vmnil for2!;c.1n
rlc,• $1.00; h)· mnil, $1.20.
CO., Uoston, Mass.

¢a d

'
■

t the store of

ille, Me.
If

¢dr~iI.unr·

Bnc.tnn.

I

r,
gs,
ies and gents)

•

Papers promptly discontinued at expiratior. of the time paid for when so ordered;
otherwise they will be continued.

ADVERTISING
RATES.
1-zinch,
I

"

inches,
3
"
4
"
1-4 col.
2

J-2

(I

BL'SINESS
~OTICES
in reading- column
nntl rc:id
i ng ~ype, 5 cents per iine for first insertion and.-+ cts
per hne for each subsequt.!nt insertion.

ones,

Thursday,
April
15,1886.

Communications,

.,

TC.

thing and can
s complete and

nishings.
cl we are selling them at
confident in saying that
, etc., we can show the
., selling the Montcalm
cts. Every pair is well

SHOES.
ave a good stock in both
e selling the J. F. II ill &
flt~n~lioe.
Every pair

efunded.

ES.

CATTLE,

UNO
SHEEP.
Ri BERKSHIREi
KSHIREPIGSi
it1Hl

sex,

For Sale.

ED!

f~{,(~C(P~\;/E~~{-anr;~
VINDOW SCREENS.
rt.:d to ag·cnts.
Terms
6lf
'CO., Augusta, :We.

ale.

l \\ ..rittcn

for the

Etc.

C.ANTOX TELEPHOXE.

CARE OF THE TEETH.

The follo\\'ing questions are often asked:
"How shall I keep my teeth clean?"
'·Do
you approYe of the use of a brush?"
"What powder do you recommend?"
It is comparati,·elv but a few years since
tooth brushes and p·o\\·ders hav~ come into general use. The increased demand for
a tooth powder has brought upon the m'arket all sorts of preparations recommended
to preserve the teeth and make them \\·hite .
l\Iany of these are destructi,·e to tooth substance and should not be used at all. And
here let me say that a po\\'der or \\·ash
"warranted
to whiten th~ teeth" should
not be used under any circumstances. The
teeth should be washed after e:ich meal so
as to remove eYery particle of food that
may have lodged between them cinr:ng
mastication.
And especial p:iins should
be taken just before retiring, as the temperature of the mouth \\·hen closed causes
the rapid decomposition of all food remaining, affecting the teeth in like manner
ll'herever it comes in contact \\'ith them.
\\'c recommend the brush because \\·e believe the cleansing can be more effecmally
accomplished.
The brush should not be
to0 hard or·too soft. A hard brush may
be m:ide soft by dropping into water ten
or fifteen minutes before using.
Brnsh
the teeth up and do\\'n so as to remon, the
food from between them.
The. friction to
the gums causing them to bleed slight].'
is not objectionable.
\\'here the brush is
in daily use this will seldom occur. To
those that do not feel sure that the powder
or wash they are using is all rigl,t. we
\\'OulJ recommend simply \\·ater with a little soap, occasionally
usin 6 precipitated
chalk, such as can be obtained at any drug
store. After the teeth han: been thoroughly cleansed. tartar removed ancl ca1·,ties
properly filled, this treatment \\·ill be found
all that is required,
The abrasion so noticcablc on many sets of teeth sho\\·s the
nature of the powder used. Anything containing acid or grit is injurious to the
teeth.
Great care shonld be taken to thoroughly rinse the mouth after t>,king medicines. as nrnny of the111 will destroy the
best set of iYorys in a Y<!n· short time.
The effect of such m<!clicin;, on the delicate and scnsitiYe lining of the stomach
we will not attunpt to discuss here. All
rough usage of the teeth should be avoided. ~uch as cracking nuts. biting thread,
etc. More anon.
C. R, D.

STOPSELLINGItUM!
111',·. Rum Selin- :-Do you see those
winclows filled "·ith rags and those children hovering o\'er th<.! sto\"c with hardly
fire enough to keep them from freezing,
and no shoes and a scant_v supply of clothing. and \\·ho arc obliged to eat potatoes
and sail because the money has been spent

r'Xrittcn

for the CANTo'1 TELEPno""•I

BY

50

°.
4
10
z5
35

1

stop only on signal.

,,-EST

K1i:~:
1
4E~1~i;;

~;~!~~~e~~·~tl~n

He-

1

1

Cl;~~-e'!
~;~~!i,I
~~/c:~j1liu~~ ~
field 3 miles, and ,Yest Sumner 7 miles.
.AT CA~To:--..-Daih·,
with mail train, for Ea~t
Peru 5 miles, ,Yest Peru 10 miles,Dix~cld
10 mile~,
:vrexico 1~ miles, Rumford Falls 17 miles, Rnxbun·
31 miles,iJyron
25 milcs-,Houg-hton's
30 miles . .r'\.f.
so for Briitun·s :Mills, Livermore,
5 miles.
AT GII:HERTVILLE.-Daily,
with mail train, fnr
Canton P,)int 1 1-4 miles,
L. L. LINCOLN,
Sr:PT.

At the Brick Store,
Aiiother lot of St. T,onis Flour, at $G.00
ca!'\h on delivery. and I 11·ill say without
fl>ar. it is one of the best. I enr owned.
1>011·t turn a cold shonlder, but try it.

I!lflTCHESfGoLDfiND SlLVERf

RESU.&EEGTI:iN.

1\/) .; IO Gilhcrt\~lf;~~

STAGE CONNECTIONS.
Mrxo-r.-Dailv,with
mail train/or
bron Academy, 2 1-2 miles:

Same rates for 3 or 6 months.

~No
paper discontinned
until all arrearages are paid, except at the option of
the publisher.

JP;

*Trains
AT

2,_,
3;

5 45 10

Anotl1er lot of that 30 ct. JllohL~scs,
which takes t!Ie cake every time.

1

J. :,.;.IRISH.

DR. WARNER'S

CORALINE

At a DISCOUNT from former prices·
"·e will sell our WHOLE STOCK at a dis- CORSET.
Perhaps to-night the pale blue Yiolets
'J'liis is bonpll ,vitll 11e\\'
count from former prices, consisting of Jewelry of all kindE 1Gol<l Pens and PenThat fell asleep so long ago-it hurts
lltaterial called Coraline. which is vastly
fhe head to think how long- do hear and
st;perior to horn or "·halebone.
It cancils, Stylographic Pens, Chains, Charms, Knives, .Forks a11d Spvons of
heed
not break, bnt will in every in~tance outall kinds.
NOW lS YOUR THIE to get your silver-ware cheap.
The low. s;,-eet calling of the April rain.
last the corset.
It is more pliable than
There is a stir among the shadows dim
,vlrnlebo11e. so adapt,; ;t~elf more readil_v
That underlie the tame realities
to tl1e movement of the body.
All made
)Ve wish our custo1.uers to understand that we deal in first elass goods.
The sun reYeals. Perhaps a thought, a
of snperior material and warranted ill e\'wish:
ery
respect.
Price
$1.00.
Call and examine our sltek before buying elsewhere, as we hal'e the largest asA thrill oflife has reached the little sleepers
sortment we ever had to select from.
There.
The Angel of the Resurrection,
A large lot of good Prints at 5 cts. ppr
Calm and strong, bland spirit of the earth
And air, forgetful now of aimless goings
j'al'ci.
C p and down, has come to bles and break
The bt·eacl of gladness, and the icy bolts
Of Winter and of Death ;-has come to set
A light above the graves of flowers and bid
Tricot Flannels ilt 55 cts. per yard.
Them wake and rise to beautify the earth.
And thus 'twill be when do\\'n the sky, beOpposite tbe Depot,
Cnnton. 3ifo.
yond
The facli11ghills the last red sun ;:hall go
~,_~~:~·~ ~\ ~{i~ ,;-1 ~~ ~ ~~\ ~ ~ '(I
Return less and foreYer; when the cold.
Dead finger on the dial-plate of Time
Points to the sunset hour-the
pulse departed
t:7:i/!!9
And the weights run low-and silence,deep
\s that which reigned with chaos ere the
Lord
Jehovah formed the firmanent and all
That is of good, or seeming ill, is brooding
O'er the earth-the
thorn,set, sin-cursed
earth,
That long has known and echoed long,
through all
1
The grand, grey ages far a\\'ay. the fevered
Foot-beats of a restless world. The Angel
Of the Resurrection, strong in Him
are hereby notifi.Nl that the Hardware fil'm of Gould & Holman,
·who hath all rule and all authorit,·Great Keeper of the key in th' charnel- is c~issolved, and that :PJ. F. GoHld_& Co. will continue the j
house
.
OfTime-shall
come, clown S\\'eeping from bustnf'SS at Harlow Block as hf'retoiore.
the skies
Here you will find the usual Jine of Stoves, Tinwfl1\_.1
On wings of light that cleave the dark,that
Shelf Hardware>, f'tc. _All in want of §aJ?i 1Hn.ckets call I
break
The calm ,and send !!is morning salutation,
now and examine ~toek anrl nriceR.
e can •~-ive
Yon
n ,good
N
•
•
Ad
t· .
B
'
•
....,
·
evvspaoerver 1sing
ureau,
\\'ann and sweet and cl~ar. arour.d the

Fine
watch
repairin[
inallitsbranches
done
ina satisfactory
manner.

Remember the yard-wide

LUCAS

&, BISHOP.,

B~1•lek ,~:t~r~a

Another·change

CANTON,

ME.

,INTHE.
ADMINISTRATION.

ADVER)'ISERS
,1U l):eplQ C;ra-t;sl~tl lltD1J.:O'f~\111lJS:
can learn the exac~ cost

of any proposed lme of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo p Rowell & Co.

,v

And

t~~~~;thful
ones shall he.u. The
weary ones
\Vho sank to rest along the ,mys of life,
Shall understand and answer to the call.
Then b~·ight, eternal t:iummer reigns and

trade. 'I'inware exchanged for rags and old rubber.
Abo
Bowkf'r's 'Phosphate fol' sale. Builders supplied with Paints,
Oih, and Hnrdwal'e at shol't notice.

Rumford

jlm"

The June. number of the L.\nrns' !Io,m
Jon~X.\L will contain the opening chapters
of a nc11·domestic story, \\'ritten for its colurns by Uarrict Prescott ~pofford.
~\mong· other articles this m;mber will contain •·The Tea Table, and llow to :\[ake it
Attracti\'t,"
by Christine Terhune
Ilerrick. :\lrs. Louisa Knapp. as editor or'the
Philadelphia L,\llJEs' HuJrnJoL R:-.,\L, ha;
met ,Yith most remarkable
success _in
building np that paper to a circulation of
over two hundred thousand paid subscribers in less than two years, by her rare tact
and genius in catering to th-., horn instincts of her sex, in the rich feast of good
things set before her readers e,·ery month.
fhe Jou1c,.\L is a perfect gem. h:indsomely printed and illustr,1ted, and employs only the best writers. 'such as Ilarrict Prescott Spo-fford. :\Iarion Harland,
Rose Terry Cooke, Mrs. Christine Ter·
hune Herrick (Marion Harland"s claugh·
ter), Mrs. J. II. Lambert. of Philadelphia.
Mary Abbott Rand.
lfelen
\Vinsl0\1·.
John's \Vile, Clarissa Potter, Helen Ayre,
Charity Sno,\'. and others.-Thc
,V. Y.
J01frllah,t.

MARVELOUS

BOOKS

MILLION

FOR THE

Complete Novels and Other Works, by Famous Authors, Almost Given Away .1
fri~C{lf~~~i"~~~i:o:l::o~~\i~~:lj
llC~\!~~l\l~:~zt 0~0~l~,r~~~nt :l~~~~\:n~r'~1~i:j~~~~t.:i;~{
,!-~,}!~:t~kUt~•!~l~
1~;~~ \~'.:I::~i,li~/,~:~~

~,~:!~l~

,n\ '!~,~~?h
:\~~:,~,'~~:u~!~~~[~~ ';;~~~::~•

[l:i'.t

1 1
1
~~/.~ ; 1•inc~nt~a;1~ 1:~~k~:;~~:~~s,,,~rte~~~e~I~~~

Pamphlet.

~\~rl~h~/:~~~~~ j~~~~/;~~i~.;;il1~
11:t~~~:J~nd

customs or tbe
\"!, ~lxtecn
Complete Storie;. by Popnlar Anthors.
cml:ir1.cit1r;love, humorous:rnrl
detectil·e stories, stories of
~od!!tr life, or ad,·enture, o! r:iilway life, etc., all very io•
t.cre~ting.
J:I. 'rhe ~lndi:;etof
W~t. Ilumornnd
Fun, a larg'o!
r.cllcl!tiua ol th~ luo11y ston1·'1, .!'ketche~. anecdotes. porru~.
a:i.ljo'.;e,; th'.l'. ha\·ehccn\nineu
forsomevear<1.: illua;'1et1.
11. ('"eful
r,nowledae
for the Million,
a handy

1

don. author or" Lady Audley·s

Secret,"

etc.

1

xi\~~1~B~~c"~tfaZ:.
o~:.
et;_
35. A Golden
Uawu.
A No_vel. By the author or
''Dora Thorne.'' etc.
36 Vnlcrfo'ij
Fntc,
A NoYel. By Mrs. Alexander,
0
auit s1:t~~r~{~~~in1
~;;•~l~tci\r Wilkie Collins, author .
or "The Woman in White,"etc.
38. Anne.
A Novel. Ry Mrs. Henry Wood. author e!
••'East LvllUP"
:i9. Thtl l.nurel
Bm,h, A No,·el. Ry '.\Ii.,;s Mulock,
author or "Johu Ha.lifax, Gentleman," etc.

~o~J!(!'!~,}\;e
~!~~~e~hc ~~o~s~~!~~tliot,

nuthor

,v1:.cn sh~ h~carno Jcliss, Rlte c1m:r,; t.o Ca~tm·=:1.r,

Di.---cfielrl,JIInin e.
~C:tnnfncturcr

of

ClJRED,-PEE'l'
& CO., .",Ol !Si.xthAve.,
cos·. ;JOt!• St>·c,-t. \IIew Yo.-1~. New Method.
ilolds nny case with ease and comfort. Reliof at

once.

PnL·ties attencied· to and return home tho
Ai~o. Var:icoceie without sul'gical

DOORS,SASH, WINDOW &DOORFRAMES, same day.

CLAZIED

WINDOW§.
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A glow-at morn:

'Ihe rose,half t.empteclintoblooming redt
Bright hopes just born
That ere the eve, must shed
'Their petals, though we never deem them

l>UBLISH.ED THURSDAYS, AT

dead.

CANTON, OXFORDCO., ME.

A warmth at noon,
Full-souled and odorous; and life all fair

B, N. CARVER,E4It9r and Proprietor.

As summer moon,
When stars lace beams as rare
As !aught.er which ha.thnot behind some care.

The last census showed a total of 17,892, 000 persons entaged in labor in the
whole country, and these figures may be
fairly accepted as representing the aggregate strength of the workers of America
in 1880. Since that time the army of,
toilers has greatly increased. At present
there are, it is estimated, 8,000,000 engaged at agriculture, 4,500,000 in "professional and personal service," 2,000,
000 in trade and transportation,
and
t, 250,000 in mechanics, manufactures'
and mining. It may be set down that,
although the hardest physical toil in the
shop, factory and mine falls to the lot of
less than 6,000,000 in all, the designa- 1
tion of workingmen properly applies to
fully 12,000,000, as more than three-;
fifths of the whole are really dependent
for their daily bread on the exercise of
their muscles as well as their brains.

A rest at eve:
The ardor and the heat of day is o'er.
Hope can deceive
No longer; life no more
Can weave romances from a poet's Jore.
A hush at night:
We fold our wings as birds that seek the nest.
Earth is bedight
With rose no more. 1'he zest
Of life sinks with the sunlight in the west.
It is no dream,
No ca~tle-buildingtime, that we call life;
To catch the gleam
Of heaven in the strife,

Our toil must tend to reach the better life.
There is much room
For gratitude, much room for tenderness
In all the gloom
Of sorrow, much to bless,
If we will labor more, and murmur Jes..
Let us not turn
To seek in clouds our happiness, but try

In the Mexican city of Zacatecas they
have monthly auctions for the queer purpose of disposing of superfluous State,
convicts. The shops of the Acordata, qr
city prison, can employ a limited number
of skilled prisoners; the surplus, often
including ruffians of the vilest description, are in trusted to the highest bidder;
some responsible capitalist who agrees to
answer for the safety of his bondsmen
and can employ them in any way promising to recoup his investment. The convict may be rabid wit~ thirst for revenge
against his informers and judges, but if
he is a half Spaniard the idea of being
trusted on parole is generally enough to
fosure his tolerably good behavior. Desperadoes who would risk their lives to
,break out of a public man-cage will
hesitate to abuse the confidence of a private citizen who has given bonds for
their honorable conduct, and treat them
with humanity and to an occasional twist
of smoking tobacco.

Ea.chday to learn
That near home blessingslie.
Thosedietolive who first have lived to die.
-Harriet

Kendall, in the Qtti·ver.

A COUNTRY
COUSIN,

"Yes, I remember her very well," said
Miss Nemourville.
"A black-eyed romp,
chasing the wild horses all over the farm,
and pitching hay up on the mow, exactly
as if she were a boy. Our third cousin,
wasn't she-or fourth, or some such faraway kin? But what of her?"
"'Vhat of her?" snarled old Colonel
Ncmourville.
"Why, just this.
Her
folks are dead. And one of the officious
Meadow Hill clergymen has written to
ns, asking us to adopt her. Just as if
'we hadn't enough to trouble us, with
three daughters on hand already, and no
earthly chance, that I can see, of their
getting married" (this last envenomed
phrase accompanied by a gloomy contracGeneral Hazen, chief signal officer, tion of the speaker's shaggy brows),
~ecently told the House committee on "without assuming the charge of all creawar department expenditures, when asked tion into the bargain! Adopt her, indeed! Why, what claim has she on 1l8,
about the establishment of signal stations
outside of the.United States, that every I'd like to know? The impudence of
year there were several general storms some people?"
extending over a large area, and which • "We couldn't possibly think of such a
thing!" said Mrs. Nemourville, an eldercould not be predicted by observations
taken exclusively in the United States. ly lady, with a good deal of powder siftMany of these storms come from the ed skillfully over her features, and a lace
North Polar region, traversing thousands -cap patte~ned after the latest French
''Our income scarcely meets
of miles before reaching the United models.
States, and many of the most severe our expenses as things are at present. I
storms affecting our commerce along the do wonder at the assurance of those peoEastern coast came from the equn,torial ple out there!"
The Nemourville family had always
belt, and after traveling a. considerable
distance, struck the vVest India islands, kindly remembered their relationship to
and then swept along the Atlantic coast, Mrs. Vassall when the vertical sunbeams
doing great damage.
The stations in of July and August made city life a .burthe West ~ndies had been discontinued
den to them, and their purse-strin"S
for lack of appropriations, and the resu:t \straightened by the ceaseless attcmp/'t~
had been, witness said, that the public keep up a style far above their means,
did not have advanced knowledge of the refused to admit of a trip to Newport,
great storms which did great damage in Saratoga or the White Mountains.
Charleston, Atlantic City and Coney
Mrs. Vassall had welcomed them with
Island and that vicinity last year.
the sweet graciousness of that hospitality
which comes from the heart. Lassie, the
A correspondent of the Min'ing Journal "black-eyed romp," had shown Blanche,
-writes glowing reports about the pros- Vera au d Edi th a Nemourville the nooks
pects of Alaska as a gold field. He states where the clearest springs bubbled out,
that the mill on Douglas Island is running
and the dells where feathery sprays of
to its full capacity, and is turning out maiden-hair could be gathered by the
bullion at the rate of $100,000 a mont.h, double handful, and no pains were spared
not counting the concentrates, which are to make things pleasant for the city courapidly accumulating for the want of sins during their somewhat prolonged
sufficient roasters in the chlorination
visits.
works. The capacity of the mine must
But all this conveniently effaced itself
not, however, be judged even by the from their memory now.
value of both the bullion and concentrates
Adopt Lassie Vassell? Make themnow turned out; it is large enoagh to selves responsible for her board, and
supply rock for half a dozen such mills, clothes, and lodging?
Good heavens!
and the foundations for a second mill of What were people thinking oH
the same size as the one now in operation
So Colonel Ncmourville wrote back a
arc already laying. It is estimated that polite declination, fairly glittering with
there are at least twenty million tons of its icy conventionalities.
quartz above the tunnel level. ConcernLassie Vassal, sitting in her deep-black
ing the Silver Bay (Fuller) claims, there robes, heard the good clergyman's wife
is nothing new. In the Silver Bay dis- read it twice over bofore she fairly comtrict there are some very rich mines, and prehended its meaning.
all that has been lacking until no.w has j
"Don't they want me to go to them?"
been a reasonable amount of capital to she asked, lifting the heavy, black-fringbe honestly and judiciously applied in ed lids that were weighted down with
their development. 'fhe success of the t.ears.
Douglass Island venture will,it is thought,
"I'm afraid they don't, dear," said the
assure the erection of more stamp mills clergyman's wife.
in Alaska during the next five years than
Lassie drew a deep sigh.
were ever in operation in California and
"Then I must try to find some way of
Nevada at one time.
earning my own living," said she. "You
have all been so good to me, but it must
A country boy applied to an edit~ for come to an end sooner or later. Dear
a position. "Have you ever done any Mrs. Hall, won't you go and see that lady
newspaper work?" the editor asked. who wanted a nursery governess to travel
"N aw," the boy replied, "but I ken do with her little children to Scotland? I
it;" then, noticing the editor tearing always liked children, and they fortuwrappers from exchanges, he said : "I nately don't require many accomplishken do that sorter work better'n the next ments. I dread crossing,. the ocean a
man fur I allus was a boss hand at shuckin' little, but I must try to leave off being a
co'n. "-.A1·kansaw Traveler.
•
\!Oward."

j

''You darling I" cried Blanche, whell
she came to lunch at the Windsor Hotel,
Two :F'rcnch in vestigrLLors have fountl
the next day, with Sir Reve and Lady that the germs of fermentation arc no:
Kennett.
"Now you must tell me, ho,1 -il.estroyed or perceptibly affoctcd liy 1
this.
.
. l
pressure -:>f300 to 400 atmospheres ron.
"They might have been a httle krnc did it all happen 1"
"I don't know, I am sure," said Las, tinucd for several days.
to me," she kept repeating to heTSelf.
"I went to Scotland as a
''They might have been a little kind to sie, timidly.
Prof. Langley's rescarchtrl h,1vcled hill
nursery-governess with a lady who was a to c•ou~lusions which imply that, in th(
me!"
'.{'heNemourvilles meanwhile bravely friend of good Mrs. Hall's; ancl at Loeb
absence of absorbing atmosphere, th 1
kept up, although against wind and tide, Lomond we met Sir Reve, and-and-''
earth would receive sufficient heat fron
the struggle f·Jr a satisfactory matrimonial
"And I can tell the rest," said Sir the sun to melt an ice-shell abonl 180 feesettlement for Blanche, Vera and Editha.
Rcve, laughingly, taking up the dropped deep over the globe's entire surface.
They gave five-o'clock teas, purple chain of Lassie's words. "And Sir Reve
Recent German researches show tha·
dinners and pink lunches; they sent out fell in love with you, and he would give
cards for soirees; went to all the charity- you no peace at all until you married him the purification of natural waters is cf
fected almost wholly by plant and anima:
balls, kirmesses and chance-parties to -eh, little girl 1"
agencies, the chemical action of ozone,
which they could obtain an entree. They
And as Lassie smiled shyly up at him,
smiled, and simpered, and danced, and Blanche Ncmourville could not but ac- peroxide of hydrogen and atmospheric
oxygen exerting but a feeble influc'!ce.
promenaded with Spartan endurance;
knowledge to herself that this third ouA German investigator, Semmola, has
and still they remained the Misses Ne- sin of hers had wonderful dark eyes.
mourville.
"But for all that," she afterward told succeeded in producing musical tones '
But when the waves of society were Editha and Vera, ''I can't see what there from a metal plate by electrifying it inrippled by rumors of the advent of a live was in Lassie Vassall to attract such a termittently from an inclucti0n machine,
English baronet, Blanche, Vera and man as Sir Reve Kennett.
If it had been the wires being attached to opposite sides
of the plate and the path for the current
Editha began to hope anew.
me, now, or either of you-"
Miss Clitchett, one of their particular
''Yes," nodded the two other sisters, interrupted so that sparks strike across.
friends, had been introduced to Sir Reve "if it had been either of us! But a mere
Dr. Phipson, in a German scientific
Kennett at a Delmonico ball, and she had country chit, right o.ffthe farm, without journal, advocates the general use of
promised to ask the N emourville girls to a particle of sty le about her l"
sugar as an article of diet, not simply as
a charade party where the English barA.nd then they all three cried in chorus: a pleasing addition to food. He affinns
onet was to be present.
"It's quite
unaccountable !,.-Helen that during forty years he has eaten at
Miss Ncmourville ordered a new dress Forrest Graves.
least a quarter of a pound of sugar daily,
of white brocade. Vera ordered Madam
========
not counting sugar-forming substances
A.Club of Sneak Tltieves.
Pctherique to make over her cherry satin
taken at the same time, and has been
A New York letter to the Chicago
with flounces of black Escurial lace and
benefited by it.
a. train a full quarter of a yard long. Ilerald, says: The strangest street perA ''black snow" which fell in 1875
Editha, who enacted the juvenile role, sons, on the whole, are to be seen in Mott
ripped her one white muslin to pieces street, where the Chinese centralize, and over an area of about fifteen by twenty
and remade it, with puffs and pleatings where all sorts of folks go to look at miles in the vicinity of Holland, Mich.,
Chinamen are not -numerous was found to contain a considerable proof Spanish blonde and occasional knots them.
enough in this city, and those we have poction of ·dark earthy matter. This was
of the palest blue ribbon.
But they were doomed to the saddest are too widely distributed in their laun- subjected to elaborate scientific examinadisappointment. They went to the party. dries all over town to constitute much of tion and pronounced volcanic dust from
So did j,ir Reve Kennett. But somehow a Chinese quarter. The nearest approach some far distant crater. A dissenter
they could not get near the reigning star. to it is a block or two in which their from this view has sought a simpler ex"I'll never forgive C-0rnclia Clitchett !" stores, gambling houses, opium joints planation, and has since proven that the
said Miss Nemourville, as pale as her and lodgings almost exclude other occu- dust came from the prairie soil a hundred
own brocade.
"She hasn't taken any pancy. However, it was _in the upper miles to the southward.
After a careful study of the subject
more notice of us than if we were those story of one of these buildings, a ramshackle old two-and-a-half-story structure
Professor P. D. Penhallow concludes that
big chin~ jars in the corner!"
"She rneant a deliberate insult!" gasp- over a Chinese restaurant, that the police I the formation of the so-called "annual
ed Vera.
found and broke up a sneak thieves' club. rings" of growth in trees is chiefly deBut they were wrong. It was only The members were a dozen hard young- termined by whatever operates _toproduce
that poor Cornelia Clitchett had entirely sters, reared in the squn,lor and vice of alternating periods of physiological rest
forgotten all about them in the rush and the neighborhood, and their highest am- and activity. In cold climates the rings
crush and excitement of the evening.
bition was to become robbers. But they are an approximately correct, but not al"How handsome he is!" said Editha.
had a methodical president, who intend- ways a certain, index of age. In warm
"Oh, oh, why can't we get an introduced that they should be instructed in the climates, however, the rings are of no
tion j Look, look! he's coming this way. law and ethics of their trade; so he went value in this respect, as the growth is
Who is that lady on his arm-the
tall to a broken-down shyster at the Tombs, more likely to mark a period of rainfall
lady in white, with the magnificent eyes near by, aµd hired him for $2 to deliver than the yearly hot period of summer.
and the necklace of pearls?"
a lecture on the dangers and safeguards
"Don't you know?" said Mrs. De Sain- of sneakthciving.
His first discourse was
Superstitions of Fishermen.
tin. "It's Lady Kennett."
on the penalties for different grades of
My father, an officer in the British ser"Lady Kennett?"
robbery, and especially he pointed out ,ice, was an enthusiastic amateur sea
"His wife," explained Mrs. De Sain tin, the foolishness of taking big risks for fisherman. A. great many years ago (alas!
graciously.
"He is here on his wedding little boodle. "Don't break into any how many!) when I was a little chap I
tour. Lady Kennett is charming. They house," he said "unless you feel sure you used to accompany him on his fishing
are to give a ball at the Windsor Hotel, can capture a heavy swag, because that trips. He it was who taught me to catch
in return for the hospitalities they have is burglary, punishable with as much as mackerel with a trout rod and "fly," or
received here."
twenty years' imprisonment.
Don't use rather with a white or gray feather tipped
"Oh!" said the three Misses Nemonr- force against persons, because that consti- with scarlet and made in the form of a
ville, in concert.
tutes highway robbery, with the same fish-not a fly-a kind of amateur fishing
"Haven't you been introduced?" asked penalty, no matter if you only take a that I recommend to visitors to the coast
Mrs. De Saintin.
"No? Pray allow me dime. But sneak into hallways, load of the Gulf of St. Lawrence or to the seathe pleasure!"
yourselves with coats from the rack and side generally, for the reason that a liveAnd presently Sir Reve and Lady Ken- scoot away, because a year in the peniten- ly mackerel on a trouting line is as game
tiary is the most you can get for merely as a salmon and from having a tenderer
nett were bowing their acknowledgment
of the profuse courtesies of the :Misses stealing less than $25 worth, and a jury mouth is more difficult to get u1to the
Ncmourville.
will usually scale a coat down to that boat. The good old gentlWlart was genial
If the English guests had been crown- figure." The enterprising thieves were and garrulous and nothino- dclio-htecl him
0
ed monarchs, these damsels could not so well pleased with this lecture that more than to converso with ;ouo-h but
0
have been more obsequious.
they applied to a more conscientious ex- honest fishermen of the coast.
Sir Reve was tall and strikingly hand- per~ for another, an,d he informed the
On one occasion on the east shore of
some. Lady Kennett had fine eyes and police.
________
Fifeshire, Scotland-near
Pittenweem I (
a graceful figure, but was not otherwise
lie Left!
think-a group of fishe1men were sea~d
remarkable.
The popular test of allowing an animal on th e beach lazily mending their nets at
"N emourville !" she. repeated.
"Did
to witness concerning his . ownership is a distance of fifty yards or so from a boat
you say Nemourville?"
not always successful. A case was once th at had been drawn up above high water"A pretty name, isn't it?" sa.id Mrs.
brought into court in which the owner- mark. Two or three pigs were rooting
De Sain tin.
ship of a dog .vas questioned. The judge for muscles at some further distance off.
"But it is not new to me,,, said Lady
knew the popular method in such trials, Happening to point to the animals and
Kennett, smiling. "I have met these
aud determined to let the dog ''testify
m~ke ;~ome remarks respecting ''those
ladies before.,,
by every mark of affection."
swme, my respected progenitor was as"I'm sure, your ladyship, I don't know
"Stop !" exclaimed his Honor. "Stop tonished to see every man leap to his feet
how that could be," said Blanche, quite
right there!
Now you, Mr. Plaintiff,
and with horror depicted on his face run
fluttered with the idea of addressing a
get into that far corner out there; and at utmost speed and place his fino-er on a
lady of title.
•
you, Mr. Defendant, go into the corner nail or ring-bolt or thole-pin ;r other
"Oh, I declare, your ladyship!" gig- over here. There! N rnv both of you piece of iron of the boat to break the evil
gled Vera.
whistle, and, Jl.:!.r.Clerk, you loose the spell. At the same time my amazed par"Your ladyship is making fun of us,"
dog. The man whom the dog seeks is ent was solmenly warned never again to
said artless Editha.
his master."
utter the word "swine" on the seacoast.
"Oh, but I am quite certain of it!"
"The plaintiff and defendant whistled.
Ifhe should have occasion to mention the
said Lady Kennett, in her slow, graceful
The dog hardly noticed the sounds. malign animals at all he was to call them
way. ''You," to the elder, ''are Blanche,
They wh~stled again. The clerk Jct "'O "beasties."
Subsequent inquiry could
aren't you? And you are Vera? And
his hold. The dog cast a look about hbn only elicit a confused statement that the
this is Editha~ Now, am I not right? Is
of mingled disgust and timidity, lifted devi~ enters into ''swine" (not ''beasties"),
it possible that you have forgotten me?"
one ear at the jury -and another at the ~usmg them to run down a steep plaC(I
The three Misses Nemourvi!le would
clerk. Then throwing back his head, he mto the sea and spoil the fishu 1g.
not for the world have suspected an Engave vent to a howl of terror, and shot
glish baronet's lady of inaccurncy.
Too Much for a Mountain Lion.
out of the door like a meteor.
But they certainly viewed her with reR. L. Norris, a Colorado miner, was
spectful incredulity and amazement.
A Secure Retreat.
formerly a telegraph operator. While
"I am Lassie, "said she-"Lassie
VasCountry Editor-Well,
they captured
prospecting his faithful burro was killed
sall, who used to pick blackberries and
the ~~urderer at last.
by a mountain lion. Mr. Norris placed
gather autumn leaves with you. I am
Citi~en--So I hear. Where did they several pounds of giant powder in the
your cousin three times removed!"
find him?
carcass of the burro and anano-ed an
The three Misses Nemomville were
Country Editor-Just
leaving the back I electrical apparatus by which the ;owdcr
straightway liftci"l from comparative indoor of olcl Buerag's dry goods store. I'Ie would b'!l exploded if the carcass was
significance to the top wave of populariand Buerag arc relatives. He has been moved. The next mornin,,. be found a
ty. A.s three elderly spinsters, they had
taki~~ i~ easy there for three weeks.
headless mountain lion lyi~g by the fragbeen rather drugs in the market than
Citizen-I "":onder nobody saw him.
ments of the burro. With the proceeds
o~hcrwise. But as Lacly Kennett's couC~untry Editor--N? danger of tb.ai, of the lion's skin he purchased another
~rns, the dawn of a new social existence
Buerng
never
advertises
vou
know
.._
was brightcnin:; over them..
New York Sun.
, •
.»urro.

l

So the Nemourvilles heard. nothing
further of Lassie Vassell.
But the girl herself did not forget all

I
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;igators have found
,rmentntion arc no:
ibly afic>ctc<l liy 1
0 atmospheres c·on.
y-s.
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imply that, iu thl
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mfilcicnt heat fron
:-shell about 180 fee
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German scientific
he general use of
diet, not simply as
food. He affirms
s he has eaten at
iund of sugar daily,
:orming substances
ne, and has been
1

hich fell in 1875
fifteen by twenty
~f Holland, Mich.,
a considerable proy matter. This was
scientific examinavolcanic dust from
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~ght a simpler ex.ce proven that the
·airie soil a hundred
y of the subject
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so-called ''annual
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•astic amateur sea
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Mermaids, it is facetiously said, use
telegraph cabl11s as skipping-ropes, but
wolves are scared by telegraph wires.
From Norway it is reported that at a debate in the storthing, while a vote was
pending on a grant to a new line, a member remarked that, while his constituents
'had no direct interest in it, they would
support the grant, because the wires
;would drive away the wolves. It is said
lthat however hungry a wolf may be he
will never go to a spot that is inclosed by
ropes stretched on posts. It is stated as
a remarkable fact that since the first tele;graph line was established twenty years
;ago, wolves have never appeared in its
,11eighborhood.

CITYPILOTS.

Charged by

aBison.

OILONANGRY
SEAS.

1

Married with Rifle in Ha~d.

In Willlam T. Hornaday'!.! "Two Years
A Columbia (Texas) letter descr1bcs &
in the Jungle," the following thrilling ;Using
People
Who
Make a Business
Oil to Lessen
the Dandramatic incident as follows: An exdtaccount
of
being
charged
by
a
blson
is
ing· and dramatic incident occurred he.•e
of Showing
People Around.
gers of Navigation.
given. "After a long chase," he says,
last evening. Sunday morning two mea
"we
came
up
with
the
bison,
and
saw
Willing to Exhibit the Elephant, but Not
Successful Battling With Threatening roclc into town. Their remarkable aphim standing about eighty yards off. I
pearance at once attracted the attention
to Lea.da Spree.
Waves in Heavy Gales.
was armed with a .500 express rifle, and
of every one. They were covered with
instantly
fired,
but
unfortunately
only
mud
and carried 'a perfect arsenal of
In European cities guides, who make
The use of oil to Jessen the dangerous
wounded
the
animal.
He
dashed
away.
rifles,
pistols and knives with them. One
a bus:n~ss of taking strangers about to
effects of heavy seas has been approved
see and experience things, are almost as With a party of Irulars (natives), I fol- ·by a few seamen while the majority ridi- was a man over sixty, with long, gray
plenty as flies around a sugar hogshead lowed, and came upon him a mile farther cule the theory, says the New York Mail hair, and blood in his eye; the other was
in summer.
They haunt
steamer on. The instant he caught sight of me, and Express. A reporter who called at a man of thirty years, built like a giant
wharves, lurk about depots, infest ho- he turned to charge, when I fired again, the Hydrographic office recently received and wearing a terrible scowl on his face.
tels, and obtrude themselves at every and he galloped madly off into the forest. data that would set the matter at rest. They were father and son, William Wofturn when one goes unattended on a hunt We followed down the side of the hill, One of the officers in disc.!ssing the ques- ford and Sam Wofford, from the backwoods of Matagorda County. The old
for new experiences.
Not only are the aud I was locking al:>out,trying to make tion said:
Mrs. George H. Pendleton is credited
man said he was looking for his ''darter
real guides very frequently great rascals, out where he could have gone, when I
"The
evidence
of
the
T"alue
of
oil
in
with leveling at Oscar 1Vildc one of the
caught sight of his nose not two feet
Kate," who had "lit out" with her cousappeasing an angry sea increases daily,
keenest shafts of wiL of which he was the but their occupation is often falsely asfrom me. Ile had backed himself into a
in, Bill Wofford.
Yesterday the father
target when visiting this country. He smnccl, as a means of beguiling confiand justifies the Hydrographic office in
)lad
remarked,
disparagingly,
that dence and betraying to financial damage dense mass of creepers, and was lying in obtaining all the facts on the subject. and son located the runaway couple, who
were occupying n, small fisherman's tent
"America has no ruins and noted curi- by the most thorough-paced scoundrels. wait for me. "In half a second, with a
Mineral oil is not recommended, while the
osities, you know."
Site is said to have
Hence, European guides a-reviewed with snort like a steam-engine, he sent me fly- importance of carrying a supply of ani- half a mile outside the town. When old
retorted: ''The ruins will come in time,
suspicion, and experienced ing through the air. I fell on my back, mal or vegetable oil, to be used in an Wofford found out the location of his
and as for the curiosities we import no little
them."
travellers arc shy of them. Herc in New and was immediately struck a blow on emergency, cannot be overrated. Here erring ' 'darter," a large crowd of curious
York the guide has been but little my ribs that made them spring inward, are some cases that will be of interest to men and boys followed the terri:ble-lookDo Not Ile Alarmed
A sightseer as the top of a hencoop would with a the shipping community. Capt. Hill, of ing pair to the vicinity of the tent, as the
a,t the raising of blood from the lungs. It is o~e known as a professional.
heavy man sitting on it. I felt that my
old man kept constantly examining his
of the very earliest syrnpLomsof consumpUon, from
the West, a sensation-seeking
the bark Neptune, en route from Cien1
0
fen~
es~\t~•f>:i1~:~t\~
Ju~1tie;Yif Briton, or a clergyman on a 'falmagian last hour had come. He struck me fuegos to Boston, experienced a heavy gun and saying: "Sam, I'm go'en to
the blood which have resulLedin ulceration of
kill him suah !" .A.sthey neared the tens
with his head again and again, somethe lungs. Dr. Pierce's "Golden Medical Dis-. hunt for iniquity, could always get a prigale. 'l'hc seas were tumbling over the
the crowd fell back, while the old man
times on my breast, back and sides,
covery" is a positive rmnedy for consumption
a.t this 8tage. If taken faithfully, it will vate detective to bear him company and sometimes on my thighs, while again he ship, endangering the sailors' lives as well and his giant son approached with rifles
cleanse the blood, heal the ulcers in the ·lungs, give a certain measure of protection, but
as
the
ship
and
c11rgo.
To
try
wlrnt
a.ndbuild up and renovate the whole system.
Suddenly the flap of the ten
the service so rendered was looked upon only struck the grounu in his blind fury. effect oil would have on the seas the cap- in hand.
was violently thrown open from the in
As many as H.000 tints are used in Gobelin as outside the regular line of duty, and I felt that nothing could save me. He
tain caused two hempen burlap bags made
tapestry work, a great increase in number and
:finenessdue mainly to chemistry.
wa~ expensive. Rather more expensive, tried to turn me over with his nose, thirt three feet long and ten inches wide and side, and there stood Bill and Kate, each
holding a terrible Winchester rifle-one
he might pierce me with his horns, and
roped with ratline stuff, to be filled half
It was an old oriental doctrine that women perhaps, was th0 readily te nd0 red guidcovermg the old man, the other the son.
getting one horn under my belt, he actuhave no souls. More enlightened philosophy ance of the well dressed and very affable
full of oakum, an<l poured two quarts of
Old grayhead and Sam glared like two
ally lifted me up bodily. Luckily it was
~~r~e~~!lte\\'!iulstl~~:n h;;~~- 11J~\erthe:':,_",.r;
men who could always be found lounging
pine or wood oil in each one. The bags
too often contained in feeble. suffering bodies, m·ound first-class barrooms and hotel an old belt, and the buckle snapped. I were hung from the catheacls low enough wild beasts on the brave lovers, and Bill
1
~~~1~ hF~P,:iy
t'i':~~;~~~tJhati~!~\1
corridors, waiting to show strangers the siezed his horn and held on to it with all to be just a-wash. The efiect was simply called out: ''Do you s'pose I'm go'n to
give her up artcr we clone tramped it
In trying to shake himself
~ ~:~i:;:,:~:r~·1~·1~;~~~~LJ~ea~:{i~c~~Yi~~:
way to "a private club of gentlemen,,, as my strength.
marvellous. Scarcely a drop of water
together all the way from the Colorado
free, he took the whole of the skin off
!e~l:irn~~if~~?t~ai::,~it;:
rt~:tii!tI~ o~oe
~~1\~:.t an appropriate finish to an evening of
came on board after putting the bags out.
By druggist_s_.
_______
seeing the sights, or in daytime, to show the under side . of my right arm with his The reef was shaken out and the vessel to the Brazos? Not much; she mine's,
and you may stan' there now and see us
horn. The whole of this time, no less
Dr. 8. A. Fisk c11ll~attention to the fact that where they had "just won a prize in a
made two hundred and eighty miles in
married."
The old man and Sam, under
than six Irulars-nativcs-had
been calmtwenty-four hours. This was on Januafg~"t;~f;cioSt~i:~~~~~:~~l
r:-i:r.
n~~nih~ei~~ie~-! lo ttcry."
cover
of the sugzestive Winchesters,
in Spain did last year.
But the time has come when a regular ly looking on, and I heard one of them say: ry 29, 1886, in latitude 50 degrees north,
slowly
moved
back, all the time facing
" 'Dear me! the bison is killing the
business is made of furnishing guides.
longitude 74 west. The bags were put
the hoy Bill and his Kate, who had the
1
gentleman!'
ta.!h ~~~e~~v,~;~it~~ri~1s!:.~~Pft~!:~!r~t
An up-towu detective agency has made
out at 8 a. m. and kcpt out for sixteen drop on them. 1\Icantime a courier had
"Another said, 'send for the slvika1'ee
a special feature of this sort of business.
hours, in that time using :1bout six quarts gone to town for a license and a preachParis eatRfar fewer eggs nowt han formerly Spcakino- of the new departure the su- to shoot it.'
of oil. During the same voyage, on Feb- er, and after nearly two hours, during
but egg-eating has inc,re11sedin London.
perintcndcnt said:
'
"The shikaree was two miles away
ruary 4, 1886, while in latitude 41 north,
Mensman's Pcptonized Beef Toni", the only
"We have often, as detectives, been with my tiffin basket! One of the longitude GS.25 west, a krrible gale from which time Bill and Kate never took
1
f,~~~a~~)~~,-'lf,,~cefr'f°~;g;'.~!\
ii~i~t1~~~~~:ki~ called upon to conduct about the city Irulars now uttered a most diabolical yell. the northeast caused ihc w:~tcrs to sweep their eyes off of the old man and Sam,
and threatened to kill either should he
0
The bison threw up his head, then turned
f~~';.~J'!gf:}~'rn/ii'ct\1e~{;~~'.'a"t~~~~,;i~~
strangers who were desirous of seeing the
the deck fore and aft, and it was freezing
raise a h:md, the pre;lcher and the license
and dashed down the hill. The
at a great rate. The ship was lying to arrived.
~f;0~tf!t!f 1n~~?;ebf!J0 ~~;di~f0';,e5~e~~~e~l~~\tJ sights-points of interest in the town tail
result of exhaustion, nervous prostration. over- you know-and
the growing frequency next day I was carried into Coimbatore, under lower maintopsail. In this in11
During the ceremony tlre bridegroom
r~~ l~~l~~~~1~~~~~;1~~!t\'!!~~K11~ii:~s;::;~
£
of such requirements. has lecl us to make where I was confined to my bed for a stance four bags were used, two fonvard
Co., Proprietors, New York. Soldby druggi sts. a feature of it in our business. We have fortnight, my whole body being black at each cathead and two aft at each kept his rifle at a half-cock pointing towards his father-in-law.
The preacher
and blue. Nevertheless, that
bison's
The Tesr.imony ofn. Physician.
bumbkin.
It had precisely the same
James Beecher, M. D .. of Sigourney, Iowa, at pres~nt, regularly employed, seven head now adorns my dining-room."
w~ so afraid they would open hostilities
. says:
l!,or several years I have been using Q persons -two of whom are ladies-adeffect as in the previous case, and in my
while he was there that he could scarcely
CoughBalsam, called DR. ,vie. HALL'S BALmirably qualified for this service, and can
opinion the bark and all on board were
SAM Jt-ORTHE LUNGS, anU in almost
every case
Vanderb:lt and His Pictures.
finish the ceremony. After the marriage
throughout my practice I have had entire call upon others equally capable, as ocsaved
from
total
uestructicn
by
the
use
Reference to the Vanderbilt pictures
the olcl man delivered a terrible curse on
success. I have used an<lprescribed hund!'eds casion requires.
It
might
be
supposed
of
oil.
recalls n good story of the dead Iailof bottles since the clays of my army practice
both, said he would spare their lives now,
(1863)when I was Surgeon of Hospital No. 7, that we would be mostly in demand to lionaire, who was more famous for good
"Capt. William Peake, master of the provided they never set foot in Matagorda
Louisville, Ky_.
______
_
steer sightseers to and through vicious nature than caustic wit. One day when schooner J. F. Krantz, was making a
County. "If you do," said he, as he
passage frcnn Port Spain, Trinidad, to
Beware of worthless imitations of Dr. Jones and disreputable places. Such, however,
shook his long, dirty, yellow locks and
Red Clover Tonic. The genuine cures head- is not the fact. There is really very lit- his gallery was open to visitors, along
ache, piles, dyspepsia, ague, malaria, and is a
came a man with a glib tongue, lots of Boston. When fifteen miles cast of Cape violently struck his rifle ,vi.th one harid,
perfect tonic and bloodpurifter. Price 50 cents; tle of that.
Strangers want to see the
enthusiasm, and dirty hands. He posed Hatteras he experienced a terrible gale "if you do, you're both on you dead
navy yard, High Bridge, the greatest eleThe sails were
critically before picture after picture, and from the north-northeast.
••At Reading, Penn., a boy, aged seven,
soon as you cross the line, for when I'm
vation of the elevated road, the Central
his soiled hands again and again came in IJJ,-·,:n away, men were washed away gone Sam he's there. You've got the
b.as a mania for fire, and seeks to burn
Park, Grant's tomb, the aristocratic resfru,,1 the pumps, boats and other utensils
contact
with
the
rich
frames
and
even
the
up everything he can lay his hands on.
whole world before you, 'ccpt Matagorda
idences, the view from the top of Field's
canvases.
Mr. Vanderbilt looked on on the deck were totally wrecked by the County. Now go!" With this philippic
He formerly lived with his parents in
building, Castle Garden, and a thousand
askance; he did not like to say anything .hea,y seas. The captain used two com- the old man and son departed forlorn,
Philadelphia, where he cremated his
other things that they have heard or
harsh, yet he feared for his pictures. mon wooden kegs filled with eight gal- while Bill pulled down the flap of the
brother of eighteen months, and when
read of, and arc interested in, but of Finally the visitor turned to Mr. Vander- lons of linseed oil. A small hole for a
punished for it threatened to kill the rest
tent.
which New Yorkers generally know lit- bilt, who near by was conversing with vent ·was bored in the bottom and top of
of the family. He was then sent to his
tle and care less for as curiosities. Then, personal friends while he furtively the kegs, so as to permit the oil to gradAn Athlete on Exercise.
grandmother in Reading, where he has
if they are women, the strangers want to watchci the spotted hands and draped ually ooze out. The kegs were lashed to
I was talking with George Hanlon yesroasted several cats, burned up shoes and
go shopping to our finest and most fa- finger nails.
the
quarters
of
the
vessel.
The
oil
vent
terday morning about the exercise such
other wearing apparel, and has made
mous stores.
And they want to go to
"You have a wonderful gallery," the was just large enough to allow not much athletes as he recommend for the ordina,ttempts to set fire to buildings.
places of amusement, with our guides to man ejaculated,
more
than
a
drop
at
a
time
to
ooze
out.
ry man to pursue in order to keep the
"a wonderful gallery,
If a cough disturbs your sleep. take Piso'5 tell them what is worth going to sec, and
Sir; why, when- I stood before that pict- The effect was all that could be desired. muscles properly developed. He said:
Cure for Consumption and rest well.
what is proper aud what is not, and m-e-" he pointed to a sad-faced Madon- Scarcely a drop of water came on board, "I am down on gymnasiums for ordinary
where they can find wh;;,~they are look- na-' 'when I stood before that picture, the men succeeded in pumping out the purposes. They overdo the thing. Too
ing for.
Sir, I was so touched that the tears came vessel and clearing the decks of the de- often they are presided over hy men who
"Fellows who are more or less round.rushing into my eyes like a :flood-like a bris. The oil was used for sixteen hours only care for the members' subscription
ers at home want to see the metropolitan
flood, Sir; I wept so freely"-he
went on from 2 a. m. to 6 p. m., and. in that time and take but little heed as to his course
elephant, and we enable them to do so,
Heavy weight lifting I
-"I
wept so freely that I could have about eight gallons, all told, were ex- of exercise.
guarding them as far as possible against
washed my hands in my tears, Sir: pended. The same captain also reports won't tolerate. It is most pernicious in
imposition or personal damage. But we
that during another. -voyage he was caught its effects on the body, and improves one
wash-"
will not take anybody to a gambling
He got a common can- set ·of muscles at the expense of another.
CuRES
"Why didn't you?'' said the million- in a hurricane.
house, nor will we undertake to steer
yas bag, made a small hole in the bottom, What I recommend is the plain, old-fash
aire calmly.
~HE
A MEDICALVICTORY
!
any one through the lurid sinuosities of
1
'.
Cure"' Brights' Disease,Catarrh
The talkative man glancccl. at himself filled the bag with oakum, and then ioncd rubber bands or tubes. Fasten
a howling toot, with the accompanying
in spots, subsided, and fiecl-Nezo York poured in a quantity of common deck them to the wall, about breast high, and
~
~r~~rv:;idiir.:sJri':f~~d ~;i~el.It
fights and other appropriate bric-a-brac
varnish. The bag was suspended from then begin. There is no particular for• _ SYMPTOMS
and CONDITIONS
.
Times.
of that nature. Our guides are not althe martingale and allowed to just clear mula to go through. Motions will sug~
ti~ti~. this Remedy
The Wrong Brother.
the water. He ordered the bag to be gest themselves. Another set of rubber
Scalding Stoppage Blood-tinged lowed to take commissions from storeDiabetic Albumen Ilriek-dust
A millionaire railroad king has a kept iv. position for twenty-,four hours, can be fastened lower down and the legs
keepers on sales of goods to persons they
Dropsical Dribbling Milky-pink
Headache Frequent Costivcnes. are taking about, and will do their duty , brother; who is quite hard of hearing, and used in that time about four gallons exercised by them. I have peculiar noBoneacbc Nervous Redish-dark, faithfully and thoroughly as a matter of while he himself is known as having a
ef the varnish. From the r,csiticn of the tions, too, about bathing.
I don't beUric-acid Settlings Catnrrhach<'
~ ~:t~~ ~g~,:B~::thp&~f-~~fg; business, at office rates, without any per- very prominent nose. Once he went to bag the varnish hacl but very little time lieve in plunge or shower bat'hs. I ,:trip
sonal ;presents. The price we charge for New York and dmed at a friend's house, to act on the combers before the seas in a comfortable room. Wet a towel,
IT IS A SPECIFIC.
B"•ry doae c-o•• to tlae •pot.
a guide, male or female, is 40 to 50 cents where he sat between two young ladies. reached the bows; still it had a marked wring it out thoroughly, and wipe the
Relieves
and Curesinternal Slime-fever
an hour for clay work, $1 an hour for The ladies talked to him very loudly and
~tA;u~.~~~~!\~·ia;1{~~~~~~-~nf~~;~~ night work before 12 o'clock, and $1.50 rather to his annoyance; but he said effect on them so much so that. the vessel surface of the entire body. Wet it again
ment of the Prostate Gland, Sexual Weakwas no longer bo:1rded by the hcnsy seas, but leave a little more moisture in it and
ness, Spermatorrhrea and Gout.
an hour after 12 o'clock. All expenses nothing.
Finally one of them yelled a although they were running ju~t as high. rub the body again. Once more, with
It ;Eliminateslllood lmpnrit.ies, Scrofula.
Erysipelas~Salt-Itheum, Syphilis, Pimples, fortrausportation, meals, theatre tickets,
commonplace remark at him, and then The crew were able to :-€turn to the still more water on the towel, and,then
Blotches, :Fever-sores,and Cancer-taints.
It 111a most ,vonderf'ul
Appetizer.
&c., are, of course, borne by \he person said in an ordinary tone to the other:
pumps and other work without risk to rub otI dry. Our family has found that
Builds np Quickly n. Run-down Constitution.
engaging the services of the guide.
Our
~ Tell your neighbors all about it.
"Did yo 1 ever sec such a nose in all - life or limb. There a~c many other cases by :.li odds the best method. '"-Gliicago
PRICE 25c, $1.00-6
bottles $5.00.
guides arc required to dress in good style, your life?"
where the use of oil is crcditod with hav- .1.Yi:ws.
U,-~~~1~~~~;
~T.nsary,
and among them they speak fluently
"Pardon me, ladies," said our million• ing saved vessels, but what I have told
Inoo!id.s' 01,ide to HeaUh (Sent Free.)
lie wns Competent to Speak.
seven.
different
languages.
"'\Ye
expect
to
All letters of inquiry promptly answered.
aire, "it is my brother who is deaf."
you ought to be sufficient to satisfy the
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
Bagley-My dear, I think I will take
do a great deal with foreigners just as
most incredulous of its efficacy. We arc
W?i
to the lecture field. There is a heap of
Free and Inlle11e11dent.
soon as our business becomes known, as
endeavoring to impress upon :\IL seamen
money to be made in the business.
Mrs. Hendricks (the landlady)-Bless
it will be among them. "-New Yo1·k Sun.
the importance of its use :md before long
Tufrs.B. (scornfully)-Indeed!
What
me, Clara, lool! out of the window and
K._-i,t■• T■eU, rerfc,c, ■-• Gama Healthy~
those who ridiculed th~ idea will be in0
The annual appropriation fo:-.the Queen see wh 11 is ringing so violently at the
liuc will yon tnkc 1
~i~r1;1::e~i rr~~
duced to believe in it.''
by the Union Pub. Co ..
of
England
is
£385,000,
er about $1,- door.
''I haven't determined.
Something
NewarJt.N.J. Sendatampsto.r po_2~
925,000. From this sum all the cost of
Clarn-Why, ma, it's Mr. Dumle,:.
for inThe famous cedal'S of I,P,banon arc it"boutanimaL5 -.vould take-birds,
...
' •
SurerellefASTHMA.
the royal household is p::iid, which inMrs. Hendricks (with a sigh of relieftaken cam of by the authorities.
There stance."
KIDDER'S
PASTILLESJ;',';,";;tc:iowell
& Co.
ba.rlestown. Maes.
clucles the expenses and Sll1ari.esof near- Thank goodness, he has brought the arc :3()7ofthem--twenty-two
"Bircls, Ly all means, Mr. Bagley.
oorc than
ly 1,000 ofiicers and servants. The
.
_
.
\:VAN'l'EJ> Fora Good Sellin:;:
amount set aside for Queen Victoria's money to pay his back board or he iu 1810, and 378 more than in 1573, Nigothawks, for instance, or o.vls-any1
Household Article. Send 2-ce~t
1
1
when they were counted by the German thing, Mr. Bagley, that turns night into
•A. GOHRING & co ..
~J~fli~~~~~o!~V~'.
61ty. personal use, or privy purse, as it is j would never dare ring like that.-.New
(:alled, is £60,000, or $300,000.
York iSun.
day as you do. ''-Philadelphia
Call.
botanist. R1mvolff.
0

0
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FREE
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llc,~

LOVE

Huntington
every Saturday on horse back.
his name is supposed to be J.E. Hodgkins
of \Vilto·n, Me. He had tickets from Lou- \Ve take our pack horses along to bring in
Thinking I have wearied
isville, Ky., to Boston, Mass. He is about our supplies.
so years of age, well dressed and had about you, I will close for this time.
Respectfully
Yours,
$+o in his pockets.
lt is thought that he
A. REEll,
fell from the train.
He was unconscious
this morning.
He is badly injured about
STOCK
SUBSCRIPTIONS
the head and hi reco,·ery is considered
doubtful.

OUR PUZZLE CORNER.
1.-RIDDLE.
(In three parts, each part defined.)
Dark and wild was the place of my birth.
Where the salt waves creep and creep
•Over my .first as the days go by
And I wake from my winter's sleep.
\,Vhy was not I like my second fair.
Brigh queen of the realm of flowers?
But short is her reign, she withers and
When ~~~ft!inds

creep

COVTI.Vl'H.l>

FRO.M LAST

ISSUE

OF 1'1/IS PAPER.

Fort~e CantonShoeFactoryBuilding.

thro; the bow-

The difficulties between the Knights of
Labor and Keene Bros who operate the
.,
shoe factories in Lynn, a nd Skowhegan,
:Me., has been settled. the firm making
these proposit;ons:
"\Ve are to recognize
the Knights of Lhbor in Maine; we will

ers.
Fain~st maiden of royal descem,
Bearing the madonna nameThis is my third-down
to my home
On a sunny morn she came,
And bore me far from the moaning sea,
She twined me with grasses wild.
i\Iy blae eyes watch from the lattice fair,
For I am nature's child.
W ASHIKGT0~.

f ti
We give be 1ow t 11e nam~s o
10se ": 110
have subscribed for stock 111 the shoe factory building. and the amount ~f _e~ch.
Shares are placed at $~5 each. .\ad1t10ns
will be made to this list as soon as we can
get the facts from parties circulating
th<c
papers.

accord to the Knights of Labor a victory
on the· present question at issue; we will
take all men discharged
at Skowhegan
back and keep them and the)' shall stand

- -__
-0_C_T_A_G_O_N_.
2

A G Staple~rf
H TDeShon,
C iI Gilbert,
D Bradford,

in the same relation to us and our business
as if nothing had happened; we wjll adopt

1

$soo
250
250

CHAMBER
FURNITURE.

200

1

all
~ Sc;.\f~:{t,
we G \V l\Ioore,

arbitration
as the method of settl!ng
differences that might arise hereafter;

******
******
** **

1

\·~~1d~~ ~~~ ~:~~od~ ~1:~t~t:.~~

th at purpose,

~~
125

ACROSS
r, Near.
2, Edi;es joined

3,
4,
S,
6,

A
A
A
A

together.
man's name.
Scotch song.
song of triumph.
personal pronoun.
DOWN.

1, An abbreviation for something
that
is very useful to travelers.
2, A compound used in washing.
3, A mad house.
4, A native of New England.
S, Bad, or low.
6, A personal pronoun.
BONNIE BLYTHE.
3.-ENIG)fA.
Composed of twentv-nine letters.
:My 21 8 25 28 22 ia to take very anxious thought.
My 7 24 18 ro 1 17 is caused by air in
water.
My 14 23 5 3 is a young horse.
)Iy 26 20 11 19 6 is a plant much used
for Christmas decorations.
My 16 27 12 25 29 is to weep.
My 4 2 6 is a knot.
My 4 15 29 13 is a sound of the voice.
The whole is from Mother Goose's poems.
TROTTIE.
4.-DECAPITA
TIO NS.
1, Behead stratagem, and leave practice.
2, Behead a receptacle for grain, and
leave ,a bone in the body,
3, Behead small animals, and leaYe a
frozen sub,tance.
4- Behead a channel for watet, and leave
water.
BONNIE BLYTHE.
ANS lVERS
A:\'SWERS

NEXT

TO PUZZLES

in tracing the course of \Valter \V. ,vanzer, the Farn1ington
bank s,vinciler who
harnessed the lightning
and made it his
accomplice.
After he left l\faine, \Yanzer
,vent to Joliet, Ill.. ,vhich city he n1ade his
headquarters for se,~eral months. I-Ie practiced his trade as a bank robber and con-

_ 50

C O Holt,~

O Gaintnon,
VYE Adkins,
Oscar Ifavford,
\V M Stubbs,

50

so

etc.~ so th•lt we can afford to ;ell Von a chamber set and dclin!r it at your depot cheaper (and make :t good
profit,) than the· dealer who huy!.--.insma.Jl quantities.
,Ye arc going to.prove this by quoti!1g_ price::;:-

~~c\'~~lt::1~-l~:~1
~~-1~~~1,g-t::~;
~:1~n~~~~~ltcL:t~\~:~r~\\~-0~11:i~-~~~1~dll~~~t~1~t~~d~1,ec~~:l1~~::;1dlc~i!;~~~:1~St~:

50 ~:'.!c1~,a:;.~
2

~:i.i?:~~
;:~r:i)~~i
;;;,.~~~~
~~~~;:,·~~ ~~Nr;r:~~,;~':
ih~ii~:~'~i~l:~;.
at:,~~:·~~\~~;~;,g~/~~
0

~

5 check direct to the Buyer of the set. This is probably the biggest bargain ever offered by any house in
~~ our line and Kc know ,,..ill be apprcdate<l. Resides uie ahon:: we ha,·c :tsh :-.ets for $l9.oo, $21.00, $25.00,
1
.::.s$-t·1~ :1i~f~J°~'-~~\~~
~:':~~\ ~-':;~~:i>crf<.!ct hc~1utics for $ti.cx,, $1S.oo,$19.01, $20.no,22.50 and up to $~0.00.

~ ~ ~~~:~~~~-

JH

1

Ingersoll.
O A Bridgham.

1

25

Both the pine and ash sets we ha\'Cjust mentioned h:11-e
wood tops.

We shall now give you a C,cnu.

11::
~)H\}iJ.1~:ltI:!~t~~f
jf!:1~11
~
ll~~~j~~i;tj~f
'.i;~l~~ttliltt~
G• W• M00RE'S

erica, where he now lives by the name
Freeman, which my informant
thinks

of
is

nn~\~i~i~;, ~;;~

1~
his family name.
He is said to have bled (m~11Ji3}1~
llil!fJ
the South Americans freely and to have a
lot of money.
Freeman, or ·wanzer, was
At
Canton,
born in New York. and practiced the trade
Having leased Canton Skating Rink,
of an electrician before he became a pro- shall open it May 1st, with

-=

fessional rogue.
Ile
Massachusetts,
whose
and whose assistance
and escaping from his
an ample basis for a
':fourllal.

has a mistress in
attachment for him
to him in planning
scrapes, would make
romance.-Lewz'.<ton

50

t

~e.

1
t~ ~";~~~~,~~~
;:;t;,.Y[i
~:;;\\~~~~,;;;~/:'.~
J;:~t~~~~,~J a;~-'.::'~L;~nt::~1;~::•
1~

arc

SIDE.
BOARDS.
\Ve have devoted a g-re:?tdeal of time to the prnper stlcclion
room, and are prm~<l to state that we have a be~1u~iful line.

of this essential article to the din in"
They arc made up in ash, cherry, walnu~

:~dh~i~~y$•:sd.a;t~~~:a~~a;;ci;~~t~:,~t
~\'.~1c~~e
~~~~i ,~~~\! ~:1~i);l~~~~~r~Ie~~
1

ville, and the tigh~!sl cost one!,: an~ principally

CARRIAGES

~;;,'~/""Jllc

111

p0lishcd

2
~~~~1:

5~~~ii~
5~~lJ:e
55pi~1t~n1~~

W•H•d. You will see bv this that we have en.

0r:\t
~::~~
~%;'il~~n\~~~;t~~:;r~.
1; i~;::ti:~l~!~~~1~lhix\~~~·7,~~ 'i~::~~manship
1

tsll~

the beSt, and we ha~c put the

of different ,;tvles, consisting of Open and
Top Kuggies, Express and Concord Wagons, Spring Boards, etc., and can furnish
:: :ltrt notice any kind of carriage not in
0

Harnesses.

l

E_GGROCK LIGHT STATIOX,
I haYe in stoc!< all kinds of harnPss,
OFF ~AHAXT, Mass., Apr. 9, '86 J
E. X. CARVER. Dear Sir :-The
TELE- both double and single, track and road
harnesses.
OF LAST \YE.EK. 'PHOKE ca;ne to LIS bv accident, at first. as
WEEK.

~:=i:~:~~!t.
(Pay, meant.)
__
p .

3

G E M
E R A S E
A
M
E R
K N O \Y
L IE CD AG E
.
4.-1. Conversation.
2, Procra,tination.
3, California.
4, Essential.
.5, Grass'iopper. 6, Morning-glory.
7, Contemplation.
8 , Dromedary.
, SdchooEl-house.
•
5.r1 e
g •
E the L
D odg E
G r a s P
EartH
Ho·! IA
0 a keN
Gau n T
6.-Better
late than never.

r9

PEN ANDSCISSORS.

Trunks, Ya· i,es, Whips, Biankets, Robes,
Honse Boots, Bandages,
and everything
usually kept in a first-class harness shop.

far as we are concer~ed, but having read,
we like it, and if you look sharp you will
find $1.25 enclosed to pay for a year's subscription which is to ,top at the end of the
• _more
year. proH·'d e d you d o not receive

I

NEWCARRIAGES

cash from us to pay for another year 111 advance.
We have had a se,·ere winter of
blow, snow, rain, blow, rain. snow and
1
I blow, and after going through the cata-

and harnesses

exchanged

for old ones.

Ilogue

it would repeat.
Your paper will
make seven weeklies which we are re•su!ar
subscribers for, besides two month lie: and
two magazines.
\Ve like to get the news,
if we a,·e isolated on a little island one mile
out at sea, where we have to depend on a
good clay now and then to get ashore.
Respectfully,
CHARLES D!I:<:H.\~1.

The following change of mail service is
announced:
Route 151, Mexico to Rumford. Increase service between Rumford
Center and Rumford, three miles, t9 six
times a week. To take effect April 15th.

HuNTIXGTON, Oregon, March 28, r8S6.
])J 1,. Editor,
Dear Sir :-After
having
read three numbers of the TELEPHONE today, it remind me that I had promised to
write an article for its 1·eaders. If you can
find space and think it worth publica•ion
In the English Parliament
last Thurs- you can do so. I left Boise, Idaho, on
day Premier Gladstone made the greatest
February
11th, for Eastern Oregon, and
speech of his life, in defense of the cause arrived here on the 16th. I am in the
of Ireland.
He was cheered almost beyond mountains, mining on the Snake river. ro
parallel, and such excitement was never miles below Huntington,
by trail.
The
before witnessed in London.
Gladstone
wagon road leaves Huntington
and goes
is 76 years of age.
around the mountains some 30 mile,; and
strikes the river 3 miles below us. I have
\Ve have received from J B. Marble.foran interest in a silver mitic here. \Ve are
merly of Dixfield, a neat circular descrip- running a tunnel in on the vein, and are
tion of his hotels at Farmington
and finding very rich ore and a large body of
Rangeley.
Hotel Marble and the Range- it. There are some streaks that ,,·111assay
ley Lake House are first-class hotels in C\'- one dollar to the pound.
We have a fine
ery respect, and Mr. Marble is ven· popu- mine, and expect to be able to sell for a
lar with summer tourists to the Lake re- good margin when properly de,·cloped.
gion.
The climate cannot be excelled.· f h:we
travelled almost the t:ntire length of this
The Gorham, X. IL, Afou11taz',1eer. last coast and never ln,·e found a elimate that
week celebrated its tenth birthday by ap- suits me as well. \Vhen I arri,·ed here in
pearing in a rose-tinted edftion. chock full February the grass \\·as 6 inches high.
I
of spicy things in prose and poetry.
Bro.
went down to a ra11ch 3 miles below us.
Twitchell has graduallv worked a vein of tl)is week. and the peach and apricot trees
native humor that pla~es his paper in the
were in full bloom.
Gardens are all plantfront ranks of humorous papers of the dav. eel and the farmers are beginning
to ride
Its local news department is also excellei;t. in the mountains. looking after their stock
,\. train consisting of locomoti"e, baggage. smoker,
two passenger
and one
sleeping car left the iron at \.Yest Deerfield,
".\lass., \Vednesday night. The train plunged down a 200-fect embankment
and was
demolished.
All but three of the passengers were injured and many were killed or
burned to death.
The accident was on the
Fitchburg road.

AT CANTON.
Those wishing to avoid the crowd will
find the present a very fa,·orahle time.

W. ;'11. lIA YDEN.
Canton,

April 14, 1886.

UVEMEN
WANTED.

At a good salary to take order, for our
trees and a full line of nursery stock. On!y those o,·er 21 years of age who can furnish good references need apply. V,e givt:
employment the year round and pay all
expenses.
Address "·ith stamp.
311111
II. N. CHASE, Buckfield, :\le.

Jl~ ~f!lffitAS~

,

Boot & Shoe Maker.
Ov<>r P. Uorl;i;e·,, IJ!adsmitli
,:linp. All
kind, of rPp:ti!·i11g. Custom 111aki11g- ro
llJC'a~urr•, from Thoma•' cclehrnte<l calf to
lille~t ~-r''..'.,::ll·_ O...'.:rl~rssolicited.
:J-:l7

CA ~fTON

HQ USE

-,

CA N1'Q N, ME.
•

,;\/, L. ,}/1,J!J'.JJ.J"\l'T)S, I.>rop '1•.
and branding ca1ves. 1'he mountains are
Cc~ntrallv locatecl, g-ood Httt:ntion, and terms rea
co,·e1~ed ·with ca 1tle and horses.
~1any of :;table.
':rraveJcrs t:1kcn to all parts ~:2~u.: coun

Refrigerators
.andIceChests.

their owners see them but once in a year,
and some of them not so often.
Our cabin is on the bank of the river.
\Ve ha,·c
quantities of fish, such as salmon, whitefish, and :;turgeon.
The latter arc caught particulars ;1pplyat Canton House, to•
'11.f
.N. L. MEANDS
Canton, i\Jc.
that will weigh 100 lbs. Salmon arc so
plenty we make but little accoL;;,t of them. •
-:;~:e ~
\Vild geese are plenty.
~hey are hatching
,1onhlethmrprofits
hy mtroducm~"' {i,,e of new Donnell Building-. Corner Pearl & :\fiddle Sts p
01
0
sal! flail Furniture Carpet Store 8·,~ iv. or,t_land. _Branch of the Great Xa,their young. and \\C arc waiting for them.
, •I
as11ngton:SL,Boston,:\fas,
.
.\ pass.:ngcr of train Ko. 8 on the Xew It takes us but one-lialf day to go up back _ PANY, No. 7~ 4th Avenue, New York.
York Central and lludson
River railroad
nf_our cabin a'.1clbring clown the ha1m ofl
DRESSlflAJ{JNG?
was found lying beside the track at Frank- a fat buck. 1 he c!ecr arc plenty also. Rat- ,
. .
fort. N. Y., at about 12 o'clock Frida v tlesnakes T will not mention
[t would IS C~1tting j~y ~IadatRe .~eFord's
Pm·fC'r't
JS/IA C C. ,-l Th.1NS0 1\~
nigl;t.
l',rom papers found on hi, perso;, take Slocum to \\'rite them ,q,: \\'ego to I Y" ,Pill.
J-f.,-JNA GER.
~-C~;AllYER
Electric Lights.
;\II orders thrcugh the mail will receive pron,pt attention.

Stand for Sale.

:i~t.lt~~:tt1~~~1~~::~l~:~~;;:i}~7::;:;:J1~:~:.:~1:I~:J
1

MERCHANTS

f.~:r;~~t~~il::~'."'
iiit?~n¥i~;~~~<lc:;At:

B. AmATKINSON
& GOa

,oon~;\\s.eiL

